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OFFICIAL NOTICES
Sub:

Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration &
Protection) Rules, 2002.

1.

As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 138 of the
Geographical Indications Journal dated 30 th July, 2020 / Sarvana 08, Saka 1942 has
been made available to the public from 30 th July, 2020.
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS
App.No.

Geographical Indications

Class

Goods

665

Bakhira Metal Product

21

Handicraft

666

Banda Shazar Patthar Craft

14

Handicraft

667

Nagina Wood Craft of Uttar Pradesh

20

Handicraft

668

Pratapgarh Aonla

31

Agricultural

669

Nagri Dubraj

30

Agricultural

670

Amroha Dholak

15

Handicraft

671

Mahoba Gaura Patthar

14

Handicraft

672

Hathras Hing

30

Food Stuff

673

Mainpuri Tarkashi

20

Handicraft

674

Sambhal Horn Craft

20

Handicraft

675

Kanyakumari Cloves

30

Agricultural

676

Bengal Muslin

24 & 25

Textiles

677

Patchwork of Rampur

24, 25 & 26

Textiles

678

Bareilly Terracott

21

Handicraft

681

Morena Gajak

30

Food Stuff

682

Assamese Gamocha

24 & 25

Textiles

683

Osmanabadi Goat

31

Agricultural

684

Spiti Chharma (Seabuckthorn)

31

Agricultural

685

Alibag White Onion

31

Agricultural

686

Attappady Aattukombu Avara

31

Agricultural

687

Attappady Thuvara

31

Agricultural

688

Bhandara Chinnor Rice

31

Agricultural

689

Chilean Pisco

33

Manufactured
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690

Gajapati Date Palm Jaggery

30

Agricultural

691

Udangudi Panangkarupatti

30

Agricultural

692

Vadodara no Lilo Chevdo

30

Food Stuff

693

Wada Kolam

31

Agricultural

694

Mata ni Pachedi

24

Textiles

695

Wada Kolam

31

Agricultural
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Dated 26th February, 2010

No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010

WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Rules, 2002 provides as follows:
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical Indications
Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.”
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal will be
Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of charge.
Accordingly, sale o f Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued with effect
from 1st April, 2010.

Registrar of Geographical Indications
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002
in the Geographical Indications Journal 139 dated July 30, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 620
Application Date: 10-09-2018
Application is made by Banaras Zardozi Craft Development Society at B.3/358C, Shivala, Varanasi, Uttar
Pradesh-India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Banaras Zardozi under Application No. 620 in
respect of Zardozi (Embroidery) falling in Class – 26 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section
(1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Banaras Zardozi Craft Development Society

B)

Address

:

Banaras Zardozi Craft Development Society
B.3/358C, Shivala, Varanasi,
Uttar Pradesh-India
Facilitated By:
Human Welfare Association,
S.15/116, 2-AC, Mawaiya, Sarnath,
Varanasi – 221 007, Uttar Pradesh, India.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Goods

E)

Specification:

BANARAS ZARDOZI

:

Class 26 – Zardozi (Embroidery)

The Banaras Zardozi artisans have been practicing the old traditional human skill craft Zardozi and
are supplying the exquisite zari embroidery like making of various countries badges, flags,
monograms, emblems, dresses of various god and goddess including mukut, chhatra, chawar,
decoration of rath, palki, decorative dresses for cow, ox, horse, elephants & camels alongwith
zardozi book covers with the use of pure Gold and Silver Zari(wire), pure silk threads was much
popular from ancient period by Banaras Zardoz artisans and the same human skill is going on up
to this period. A number of varieties of work in Zardozi is still going on since generations and
transferring in the young generation in a significant manner with the unique features.
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Zeelsaz Zardozi – In this work zardoj are using sprinkled thread and very fine zari patta
which is made by pure metal Zari.
Jhool Zardozi – In this Zardozi technique artisans are making the jhool of elephant,
chhatra, chawar, singhansan, chhata or umbrella with the use of pure zari thread and after
that the artisans decorated it as Pathara.
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F)

Kalabattu – With the use of shining thread and very fine quality of needles, artisans are
using makhmal fabric and embossing the various type of figures on it. It is very rare and
exclusive work.
Do rukha ka kam – Under this process, the zardoj are making various type of motifs on the
flags (Jhande ka kam)
Exclusive type of Zardozi Work at Varanasi :
Bagina – In this technique, Zardoj are working on Tikki and Kora together and making
products.
Load ka kam – With the use of Resham, Kora, Dabka, Miler, Badla, artisans are putting
together and packing the designs and after showing it as embossed work, they are putting
cotton from downside of the fabric.
Khonch – With the use of Kora and Miler, Zardoj is making 4 -5 stitches of Ghundi is
known as khonch ka kam.
Spiring - With the use of fine niddle, and support of Resham, on the technique of lapeta,
artisans are making spiring. This is also very unique.
Marori ka kam – Artisans are using Resham and Gijjai and twisting it several time and
then after using as tanka on the fabric is known as marori work.
Pechani work – Raping of the kora on one two one and after that stitching on the fabric is
pechani work.
Pital Gire – After folding the resham, making gitti is known as Pital Gire work.
Launge Gire – After folding the resham, and putting it on the length in straight and then
stitching is popular as launge gire work.
Tarkashi Zardozi – Tarkashi Zardozi is very popular in Varanasi from ancient time – with
the use of karup and zari, artisans are making a wire and after that on the same wire, with
the use of rapping Vasali technique with the use of pure medal threads, Tarkashi Zardozi
work has completed.
Basali work – Initially, the artisans make a drawing on the thick fabric, then cut it and put
the embossing from downside and after that the work has started mainly on Badges
making. In Varanasi, various country Badges are making by the artisans since generations
and still going on.
Kahadwa Zardozi - With the use of Resham thread any type of flowers or designs
develop as embossed and at the time of making it, artisans are using a combination of
zari, kora, tikki together with the resham thread.
Karani ka Kam - In this technique, artisans are using a very traditional tool known as
Mochane ka Aujar.
After stitching the product, artisans are using blanket use as pad and after that the finish
product has looked much embossed. This is very rare in Varanasi.
On the pure leather- very fine Zardozi work has done in Varanasi with the use of
Angustana in the finger of artisans at the making time of the product. This is very rare
work in Varanasi.
The Rapping work- for making monograms, big size of wall-hanging is excellent in
Varanasi and the rapping technique is very rare and exclusive.
Very-very fine Needles used in Zardozi work at Varanasi for developing zardozi product
ranging from 2 cm to 10ft size.

Description:
Banaras Zardozi is very unique type of traditional hand Embroidery work since generations in
Varanasi and making excellent product with their unique traditional process. A number of variety of
work in Zardozi is still going on since generations and transferring in the young generation in a
significant manner with the unique features.
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Zari is an even thread traditionally made of fine gold or silver used in traditional zardozi work in
Varanasi, other materials such as curtains, etc. Zari is woven into fabrics, primarily made of silk,
felt or velvet to create intricate patterns. The thread is also used as a raw material for Zardozi
embroidery, which is one of the oldest and most beautiful embroidery styles of Varanasi. It is used
extensively in precious dresses, different type of badges, Mukut work, traditional motifs, zari
garment clothing and home decoration products.
Real zari is made of silver and electroplated with gold, whereas Semi real zari has a composition
of copper coated with silver and gold electroplating. Imitation Zari is made of copper electroplated
with silver. Real zari is used in costly and exclusive product.
He original Zardozi thread was made from an alloy of silver and gold. The wire that came out of
the furnace, although containing a lot of silver in it, glittered like gold. This flattened wire was then
twisted around silk threads to form the spring like Zardozi. Zardozi uses dabka (a spring type of
thread), kora, katori, tikena, and sitara (sequins) and also glass and plastic beads at times.
Banaras has many traditional shops, which are selling all variety of raw material and the local
traders are directly connected with the other metros for taking various type of raw material in
wholesale price for local Master Zardoj and artisans.
The material on which this kind of embroidery is done is usually heavy silk, velvet and satin. The
kinds of stitches found are salma-sitara, gijai, badla, katori, and seed pearls, among others. The
main centres are in Varanasi are Lallapura, Shivala, Pathani Tola, Chohatta Lalkhan, Koyala
Bazar, Bari Bazar, Chandapur, Adampura, . The elderly teach the young and the skill continues
from generation to generation.
These days Zardozi is used to make exquisite evening dresses, coats; fashion accessories like
purses, handbags, belts, shoes; ceremonial adornments like badges and insignia; furnishing
accessories like cushion covers, wall hangings table covers, table linen and even curtains.
The garments made with Zardozi embroidery can weigh a lot in terms of pounds / kilos Heavy and
looks elegant, royal and grand.
Banaras Zardozi embellished outfits have always been for weddings and special ceremonies.
During the last fifty years, the revival of Zardozi has been phenomenal. Not only is it found in the
latest designer outlets, but it is being used yet again for interiors of mega weddings and grand
ceremonies. In the modern time, the Indian ramp designers is using exclusive zardozi products of
the artisans with the good quality of raw material on the demand for highly ornamented garments
with glittering beads and sequins. With the change in times and demand, the Zardozi artisans has
become more vital to the garments making for the entertainment industry.
Different type of Banaras zardozi have been handed down from generation to generation. The
passion for embroidery in India has led to great experimentation in the field, with several styles,
creating dazzling effects such as the 'stained glass' look, the long cross stitch, rice stitch, textured
panels and much more. One can see embroidery on wall hangings, saris, textiles and garments,
incorporating unique motifs and patterns. Zardozi is one of the oldest and most beautiful
embroidery styles in Varanasi with the use of good quality of raw material and diversification of
motifs and designs on the related products. It is used extensively in clothing and home decoration.
Painstakingly and delicately done by hand, creations in Zardozi work are timeless, unbounded by
the shackles of trends.
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These days Zardozi is used to make exquisite evening dresses, coats; fashion accessories like
purses, handbags, belts, shoes; ceremonial adornments like badges and insignia; furnishing
accessories like cushion covers, wall hangings table covers and boxes etc.
G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 15
“Banaras Zardozi” craft is practiced in mainly in Varanasi and adjoining regions of Varanasi district
in the state of Uttar Pradesh.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

H)

Varanasi District is situated 83.00 E longitudes and 25.200 N latitude
Chandauli District is situated 26. 00 N latitude and 83.160 E longitudes.
Azamgarh is located between 25 ° 38'' and 26° 27' north of latitude and the meridians of
82° 40 ' and 83° 52' E of longitude.
Mau is situated at 25.95° North latitude, 83.55° East longitude
Ghazipur is situated 25° 19' and north latitude and 83° 4' and E longitude
Mirzapur is situated 25.150 N Latitude and 82.580 E. longitudes
Bhadohi is situated 82.560 Latitude and 25.390 longitude
Sonbhadhra is situated East 23.52 & 25.32 North

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Zardozi is one of the oldest and most beautiful embroidery styles of Varanasi. It is used
extensively in clothing and home decoration. Painstakingly and delicately done by hand, creations
in Zardozi work are timeless, unbounded by the shackles of trends.
Banaras Zardozi work with the use of Gold and Silver wires on the silk fabrics with their exclusive
human skill has been clearly mentioned in following Gazetteers as under
The Imperial Gazetteer of India (1885);
Imperial Gazetteer of India – Provincial Series, United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, Vol. – I, 1908;
Banaras: A Gazetteer Volume XXVI of the District Gazetteers of the United Province of Agra &
Oudh (1922)
Uttar Pradesh, District Gazatteers – Varanasi, 1965 and other old historical books have reference
to the craft or industry relating to Zardozi work at Banaras.

I)

Method of Production:
Making process:
Metal ingots are melted and pressed through perforated steel sheets, to be converted into wires.
They are then hammered to the required thinness. Plain wire is called badla, and when wound
round a thread, it is called kasav. Smaller spangles are called sitara, and tiny dots made of badla
are called mukaish.
The Zardozi thread comes in long curled strips of shiny gold wire and is sold by weight. It has to be
cut to size depending on the design. A variety of materials are used for the embroidery: zari,
sequins, cowries, beads, shiny stones that look like diamonds, dabka, sitara. They are all
purchased from the local market. All these embellishments are usually bought in bulk and stored
for later use.
Zardozi is sheer magic of nimble fingers and imaginative designs. The embroidery is done with a
needle. A hooked awl kind of needle called ari can be used, or a simple stitching needle. The
needle used is the smallest available, but it could depend on the design and the thread used.
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Raw Materials & Tools:
Real Zari made of pure gold & silver, Imitation Zari made of silver electroplating (thinly) on copper
wire, Sequin (Salma, Sitara, Cutdana, Moti), Glass beads, Wooden beads, Ghungroo, Dabaka,
Kasab, Kora are much important raw material for making zardozi products in different type of
variety on different fabrics according to the designs and patterns.
Adda (Wooden Frame): It is a wooden adjustable frame consisting of four wooden bars and the
cloth on which the embroidery is supposed to be done is stretched on the two horizontal bars. It is
then fixed tightly and locked on the other two vertically parallel bars. This prevents the cloth
slippage while working and also enables clear vision and faster movement of the tools.
Aari (Needle): Needle is the main tool in the Zardozi embroidery. It has a hook at the tip and
wooden, plastic or steel handle at the back. For Zardozi work, 10 no. needle is required.
Scissors: A pair of scissors is an essential tool of the workers involved in the embroidery. It is
required time and again to cut the threads and loose ends.
Gold and Silver Threads: Originally the embroidery of Zardozi was done by using real gold and
silver threads. These threads were made by the craftsmen themselves in the small workshops at
their homes. The blocks of metals (gold and silver) were melted and pressed through iron sheets
having perforations to make thin wires. The size of the perforations varied according to the
requirement of the threads. Simple plain wire is called as Badla. These Badlas are sometimes
wrapped around a thread and is called Kasav. The twisted wire is called as Nakshi.
Metal Wires: In recent times the original gold and silver has been replaced by metal wire made
out of copper and resham threads. Anchor threads are also commonly used these days.
Dabka and Sitara : Dabka and Sitara are used as embellishments in the Zardozi embroidery.
These are spring kind of threads. They are cut into small size and used as per the requirement.
Sitara are small spangles, golden or silver color.
Kardana and Pootki Mooti (Beads): Artisans also use beads as and when required. These
beads come in different shapes and sizes and are named accordingly. The glass beads with
cylindrical structure are called Kardana and very small spherical beads are called Potki Moti.
Shiny stones: These stone which resembles like diamonds are used to embellish the product.
These are available in different shapes, sizes and colors. Tracing paper is used for tracing the
motifs.
Khadiya (Chalk Powder): It is used in the solution with Oil to make the paste for tracing the
motifs.
Designing:

The main preliminary designs that were used for zardozi works are influenced by nature
motifs consisting of leaf designs and elaborate floral patterns. Peacock motifs were
immensely used and considered as auspicious. But over the years the local craftspeople
filled in their own receptivity and prepared new designs which were the fusion of Persian,
Mughal and Indian styles. Since then the patterns have evolved from traditional Persian
motifs to geometrical forms/motifs which are the primary focus of zardozi work today,
along with the flower, petals, leaf designs are also still appreciated for its traditional
appeal. Clients specify patterns and motifs to suit their budget and choice. The design is
first traced on a tracing sheet and holes are made along the traced pattern using a needle.
GI Journal No. 139
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The fabric on which the embroidery is to be done is placed on a flat table and the tracing
sheet is placed in position. Khadiya is wiped on the tracing so that the ink seeps through
the holes to trace the design on to the fabric. This is then sent to the embroidery workers.
The fabric to be embroidered is stretched taut over a frame called the adda. The adda
follows the assembly and tightening principles of the khatia, and gives the cloth a uniform
tension. It consists of four wooden spars (sometimes, bamboo is used for the end
members) resting on wooden posts. The frame can be made to fit any size of fabric.
The artisan sits on the floor behind the wooden frame working on the piece of cloth. The
frame itself is quite large, and can comfortably accommodate five to seven artisans
working together on the pre-traced designs.
A simple needle or a crochet like hook fixed to a wooden stick called the ari are used for
the embroidery. The ari greatly enhances the speed of the work, as it enables the artisan
to pass the threads both above and below the fabric. The ari has its disadvantages,
though. One tug at a loose thread can spell disaster to the entire design as it can unravel
in a matter of minutes. The needle and thread method is far more dependable, but is very
time and labor consuming, and hence far more expensive.
All kinds of combinations are used to add to the grandeur of Zardozi. A little bit of thread
work here or a few sequins or semi precious stones added there, can make the fabric
appealing while giving it a unique exclusivity.
If the design is smaller, then a smaller metal frame can also be used instead of the
wooden planks. This is much more comfortable when the embroidery is to be focused in a
particular area of the fabric.
The smallest work takes a day to be completed and the most exclusive one can take up to
ten days. Each piece is charged per design and material used. For bridal wear, the
embroidery is usually very intricate and neatly done with the finest dabka, cowries and
stones.

These days before tracing the design on fabric, the motifs are selected considering the level of
intricacy desired and weight of the final garment required as the zari along with the sequins and
beads makes the fabric extremely heavy. The other way of keeping the zardozi work in garments
is to keep the attire simple but with heavy embroidered border in floral motifs. As zardozi work is
majorly used on the wedding attire the colors used are bright red, maroon, turquoise, mauve, royal
blue, pink and bottle green for more magnificent look for marriage ceremony.
J)

Uniqueness:
In Varanasi the old traditional human skill craft Zardozi is still practiced and are supplying the
exquisite zari embroidery like making of various countries Badges, Flags, Monograms, Emblems,
Varanasi has there own specialty for making the various type of Dresses of various God and
Goddess like Radha Krishna, Shree Nath Ji, Swami Narayan, and many more including Mukut,
Chhatra, Chawar, decoration of Rath, Palki, decorative dresses of Horse, Elephants, Zardozi Book
covers with the use of pure Gold and Silver Zari(wire), pure silk threads was much popular from
ancient period by Banaras Zardoz artisans and the same human skill is going on up to this period.
The craftspeople who worked on this elaborate version of gold and silver wire work setting them
along with seed pearls and precious stones on silk, brocade and velvet fabric were called as
zardoj.
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Banaras Zardozi work on top of Rath, Chhatra, Chawar, Palki, Pankha(hand Fan),
Singhashan with religious motifs is also unique feature observed mainly at the time of
Kumbh Mela, when the different Akhara’s of Naga sadhu has move bathing in holy river
Ganga at the Kumbh mela period. At that time it has observed that various type of Zardozi
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K)

Inspection Body:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L)

products on their Rath, Chhatra, Chawar, Palki, Pankha(hand Fan), Singhashan and
much more related product.
Military Baizes, Monogram, Flags of various countries has made by Banaras zardozi
artisans since very long time by hand only is uniqueness and specialty.
The dresses of Pope of Rome, Churches dress, dresses of King and Queen made at
Varanasi only since very long time using traditional motifs of the related country as well as
related religion too according to the exact demand and size.
Very fine needles used in Banaras Zardozi work for making much bigger products. This is
the uniqueness of Varanasi Zardozi work that the product design is ranging from 2 cm to
10ft size
On the pure leather, very fine Zardozi work has done in Varanasi with the use of
Angustana in the finger of artisans at the making time of the product. This is very rare
work in Varanasi.
The rapping work for making monograms is excellent in Varanasi and the rapping
technique is very rare and exclusive.
Zarodozi of Banaras is much famous for decorative products. Still using pure gold and
silver zari wire and pure silk threads. The Zardoj are making very exclusive book covers
by Zardozi work with different type of human figures and stories on the cover page of
books. This is uniqueness of Banaras Zardozi work.
Banaras zardozi artisans are equally working with fine silk thread with combination of zari
for zardozi work and many time the use of Gold and Silver zari with silk zari are using in
many different type of monogram and badges, caps for various countries. This is specialty
of the Banaras Zardozi artisans for mixing metallic zari and silk thread in same product at
a time.
The Face, Portrait, Figure of God and Goddess are made by Banaras Muslim zardozi
karigar only, because in the other part nearly Muslim artisans are not making any Face or
Picture of any God and /Goddess even the animal picture also.
The heavy zardozi Curtains, Pichhoi - using thick fabric and very heavy zardozi work by
Gold and Silver zari, multi color silk thread products nearly in 6 – 8 feet some time in 10 –
15 feet in size using back portion of Idol-Murti, Singhashan of Kings and Queens are also
much popular and made in Banaras Zardoj.
Very exclusive Rapping work (using silk thread) by zardozi artisan has much specialty
only in Banaras by on various type of wall plates, wall hangings, decorative products are
going across the world from Varanasi.
The Zardozi dresses of Ram Leela is much popular from Varanasi and going to Indonesia,
Bali, Java, Sumatra, Mauritius, Fizzy, Surinam and some other parts of the world where
the people are using decorative religious dresses at the time of Shree Ram Leela.

One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of U.P.
One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India
having office at Varanasi.
One Representative from NABARD-Varanasi office
One Representative from Human Welfare Association,
2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees.
One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product.
One Representative from District Administration.

Others:
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002
in the Geographical Indications Journal 139 dated July 30, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 622
Application Date: 10-09-2018
Application is made by Mirzapur Metal Manufacturer Association at Mirzapur Metal Sindiate, Behind
Roadways Workshop, Nai Basti, Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of
Mirzapur Pital Bartan under Application No. 622 in respect of Pital (Brass) Utensils falling in Class – 21 is
hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Mirzapur Metal Manufacturer Association

B)

Address

:

Mirzapur Metal Manufacturer Association,
Mirzapur Metal Sindiate, Behind Roadways
Workshop, Nai Basti, Mirzapur,
Uttar Pradesh, India.
Facilitated By:
Human Welfare Association,
S.15/116, 2-AC, Mawaiya, Sarnath,
Varanasi – 221 007, Uttar Pradesh, India

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication:

D)

Types of Goods

E)

Specification:

MIRZAPUR PITAL BARTAN

:

Class 21 – Pital (Brass) Utensils

The traditional Mirzapur Pital Bartan industry of the country is located in the North-eastern part of
Uttar Pradesh. Mirzapur city is one of the most important centers of brass manufactures in the
United Provinces. Mirzapur is famous for brass articles of domestic use which are being produced
by a community known as 'Kasera'.
The soil of Mirzapur is also favorable for the production of Pital Bartan. The quality of the soil is
most favorable for neither moulds, as it neither cracks nor melts. That is why Mirzapur is famous
for the domestic brass articles which require heavy moulds for making. Locating of any industry
depends to a great extent on the availability of necessary raw-material at reasonable price along
with availability of good market seems to be the main reason for the location of this industry here,
Thus, being a prominent city of worship, there is a great demand for items of brass, copper which
are used for domestic use especially for producing utensils for household purpose and Puja
utensils / religious purpose.
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The Brass sheet first cut according to size and shape, then these sheets are heated in a furnace
and then beaten by hammer. When the sheets are heat they are taken out from the furnace and
then put to hammering and are beaten in the lots of two, four, six or more sheets together as the
case may be. These sheets are now again put into furnace when red with heat, are taken out and
placed on anvil one by one. Subsequently they are hammered at different points by turning the
template on the anvil as soon as a template gets cold; it is replaced in the furnace. An outline of
the article to be produced is marked on the template.
From developing appropriate raw material for making the utensils is also a very unique process.
The expert Karigar are developing different size of traditional small furnace with the use of
Gangetic soil and sand with metal and melting the metals in this traditional furnace and developing
small Billets (khuti-round balls) of various weights ranging from 300 gm to 2.5 Kg. according to the
need of product.
The mixing process of metal is very exclusive and it’s also very traditional knowledge and
experience (without using any testing machine), for the brass pellets, the ratio of copper is 60%
and zinc is 40% or some time copper 65% and zinc 35% which they have been practicing from
generation to generations.
For Geelat utensils and for Bell metal (Phool ka bartan) the mixing of metal ratio has changed and
for this process zinc will be 5 – 10% and rest will be Nickle or Tin used in an appropriate proportion
according to the traditional knowledge.
The process of sheet making was started with the support of rolling machine. Since the beginning
of 19th century, first rolling mill has established in Mirzapur and it finds mentioned in the Mirzapur
Municipal corporation document, and it also reflects the presence of these traditional method of
making utensil But before these rolling machine, the producers are using iron hammer for making
the sheet from the pellets.
F)

Description:
The trade in metal-ware is perhaps the most healthy and progressive industry in Mirzapur. The
railway has been of assistance here in facilitating the import of the raw material; and the proximity
of large quantities of a peculiar earth, especially suited for the manufacture of moulds, gives the
city a permanent advantage, which the skill of its workmen has increased. The trade was formerly
a guild-secret of the Kasera caste, but of late, apprentices from outside have been admitted. The
trade involves much division of labour. As many as sixteen different classes off artificers are
named; but a broader division is into the mould-makers, the brass-founders, and the finishers.
Mirzapur Pital Bartan industry is nearly 200 year old. The soil of Mirzapur is also favorable for the
production of brassware. The quality of the soil is most favorable for the moulds, as it neither
cracks nor melts. That is why Mirzapur is famous for the domestic brass articles which require
heavy moulds.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 23
Mirzapur Pital Bartan is practiced predominantly in 12 blocks in Mirzapur district i.e. Mirzapur,
Kone, Lalganj, Haliya, Shikhar, Rajgarh, Chhanbey, Patehara, Narayanpur, Jamalpur, Majhwan,
etc., and it is practiced also in Varanasi and Chandauli district in the state of Uttar Pradesh.
This cluster is covers around three district of Uttar Pradesh.
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1. Mirzapur is situated 25.150 N Latitude and 82.580 E. longitudes
2. Varanasi District is situated 83.00 E longitudes and 25.200 N latitude
3. Chandauli District is situated 26. 00 N latitude and 83.160 E longitudes.
H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Mirzapur is famous for the products of Pital Bartan of domestic use which are marketed in almost
all the parts of the country, particularly, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. Most of the
goods produced at Mirzapur are transported through railways and some are sent through road
transport agencies which have been established there in large number.


Statistical Descriptive & Historical Account, North-Western Provinces of India
Vol.XIV, part-II, Mirzapur, Compilled By – W. GRIRSON JACKSON, Bengal Civil Service,
and Edigted by – F.H. FISHER, B.A., Lond., - Bengal Civil Service, Printed at Allahabad in
1883,
Table exhibits the prevailing rates before the mutiny, in 1860, and at the present time
Average Daily Wages in (Anas.)
Class of Artisan or Laborer
1856
1860
1880
Workers in Brass & Copper
4 to 5
4 to 5
4 to 5
Metal Polishers
2 to 2½
2 to 2½
2 to 2½



District Gazetteers of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, Volume XXVII (D)
Mirzapur District, p-215-216.
The trade in metal-ware is perhaps the most healthy and progressive industry in Mirzapur. The
railway has been of assistance here in facilitating the import of the raw material; and the
proximity of large quantities of a peculiar earth, especially suited for the manufacture of
moulds, gives the city a permanent advantage, which the skill of its workmen has increased.
The trade was formerly a guild-secret of the Kasera caste, but of late, apprentices from
outside have been admitted. The trade involves much division of labour. As many as sixteen
different classes off artificers are named; but a broader division is into the mould-makers, the
brass-founders, and the finishers.
The earth already alluded to as the best for moulds is a yellow sandy soil, known as piyari
mitti. But only the mould itself is made of this, the core being of ordinary clay. The making and
fitting of these mould is a separate industry, involving a considerable degree of nicety and skill.
The current price of finished moulds is Rs.1-8 to Rs. 3 per 100, according to size. The metals
used are phul, composed of four parts copper and one part pewter; kansa, which is copper
and zinc in approximately equal proportions; bedha phul, which has 16 parts copper, four parts
pewter, and one part lead; chilui phul, which differs from kansa only in addition of little lead;
and ordinary brass (pital), which is composed of 15 parts of copper and 12 parts of zinc. The
metal, whatever its composition, is melted ina crucible (gharia) of Karaili earth tempered with
chaft. The lid of the crucible is called a muhalla. A set of six crucibles with lids sells for 3 anas
6 pies. The melting furnace is called masudi and is usually large enough to hold six crucibles,
each containing about thirty sers of metal. Three to six mounds of fuel will be expended in
heating one charge. The moulds are at the same time heated in an adjoining oven.
Meanwhile, the dharaiyaor caster, the most skilled among the workmen employed, watches
the fire; and judging the right moment, a matter of some importance, fills the moulds, which
have been drawn red-hot from the kiln and ranged ready in a row. There is a simpler method
used in small castings. Here the mould is inverted over a crucible and diluted to it. The
crucible and mould together are heated in a charcoal and cow-dung fire, made in a hole in the
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I)

ground; and when a sufficient temperature has been obtained the arrangement is inverted and
the molten metal flows into and fills the mould.
Uttar Pradesh District Gazetteers – Mirzapur, 1988 Chapter-V, Industries (Old Time
Industries) This is one of the most flourishing industries that Mirzapur city, a centre for the
manufacture of Hindu domestic utensil, such as Lotas (a small metal pot), Batuas (a
cooling pot) and Thalis (a type of plate made of metal). At the census of 1901, the district
contained 1618 brass, copper and bell-metal workers. The bulk of these were of the
Kasera and Thathera castes. Broadly, three classes of artificers are engaged in this
industry, Mould makers, Brass founders and Finishers. Yellow sandy clay is the best earth
for mould which is known as Piari Mitti, but only the Palla (outer shell) is made of this. The
Gakha (core) being made of ordinary clay. The metals used in the manufacture of utensils
are brass, Phul, Kansa, Ledha phul, Chilui phul.
Statistical Descriptive & Historical Account, North-Western Provinces Gorakhpur
district Part-I, Geographical Gorakhpur - The materials for this notice have been supplied
chiefly by Mr. E. Alexander, B.C.S., who acknowledge the aid derived from the Settlement
Reports and writings of Swiuton, Hamilton, Cunningham, Elliot and others., and The metal
vessels and stone shipped by river from Benares and Mirzapur.
Rewah State Gazetteer, Volume IV, 1907.
Before the introduction of railways the chief centres of trade were Mirzapur (United
Provisions), Bilaspur and Ratanpur (Central Provinces); The whole of the commerce was
concerned with imports of rice, salt and sugar, cloth and metal vessels, the latter being
chiefly imported from Mirzapur.
Imperial Gazetteer of India, 1908, page 377
It is also the seat of the largest brass industry in the United Provinces, as far as the
production of domestic vessels is concerned.

Method of Production:
In the Mirzapur, Pital Bartan production process, the raw material used as Brass is a metal
composed primarily of copper and zinc. Copper is the main component, and copper is usually
classified as a copper alloy. There is no Spectro testing machine for melting the metal and making
Billets, the artisans are using their experience and skills to understand the temperature and mixing
of copper 60% and zinc 40% or copper 65% and 35% of zinc for making the Billets, and this
traditional has come from generations. When the artisans are making Gillat (German Silver) or
Phool bartan (Bell metal), then the process of making of Billets has changed and the mixing of zinc
will be reduce and use of Nincle and Tin will be from 5% to 10% will be mixed. And it is surprising
that this mixing is also according to their traditional knowledge of artisan is continuing in the
Mirzapur. This is mainly home based Brassware industry.
The Technology used in this industry is very simple and traditional. Almost all enterprises in the
home- based Pital Bartan can be said to be operating at three levels. At the bottom level are the
household units that work for small producers (Unit owner is locally called “Gadhiya”) who in
turn obtain orders from traders. Therefore these households units are subcontracted by big trader.
Big traders are at the second level and at the top level are exporters.
“Gadhiya” normally have their own units that undertake operation like scraping, welding and
polishing in house whereas they subcontract the work of casting to households units that
undertake the melting and casting operation. In many cases, “Gadhiya” also subcontract the work
of scraping, welding and polishing to household units that exist for the purpose.
In addition to the above links, there are contractor for undertaking jobs like polishing, plating and
packaging. They supply workers mainly to trader to undertake these works on contract. There are
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two categories of exporter’s namely merchant trader (who undertake only packaging and export
operations) and manufacturer trader (who undertake operations like welding, polishing, packaging
in addition to export activity. A significant proportion of traders also depend on outside units for
completing these operations in case the requirements for such activity exceed their in house
capacity.
In placing orders for specific operation with “Gadhiya”, in most cases traders give instruction
through telephone or orally or sometime give sample. There are two systems prevailing in the
industry as to who makes investment in the main raw material. In some cases, traders while
placing an order with Gadhiya provide raw materials in the form of brass (ingot) or provide part
cash advance to buy brass ingots. In a most number of cases, arranging raw material is the
responsibility of Gadhiya and they invest their own fund for the purpose.
Traditional Manufacturing Process of Mirzapur Pital Bartan:
Very significant environment was available in the Mirzapur and its directly linked with the traditional
human skill. The soil of Mirzapur is also suitable for Pital Bartan Production due to Gangetic soil.
The quality of the soils is most favorable for the moulds, as its neither cracks nor melts. In the
preparation process for making the different type of moulds, artisans are using Gangetic soil,
Gangetic sand and mixing with the liquid Jaggery(Khandsari), Pilli mitti (yellow soil) and then
prepare it for moulds for the casting work for the manufacturing of Glass, Lota, Batua, Kalchhul,
neck of Hand and Gagra, handle of Karahai. The work of metal refinement is called “Niyara” in
local dialect.
The Process of manufacturing of Pital Bartan is a traditional technical process. There is
separation of worker and each specializes in a particular process only like making from Billets to
polishing work of utensils.
Process of Manufacture: The initial stage of the manufacturing process is to make shape
according to Brass Utensil. This process is different for utensil made of Brass Sheet and utensil
made by Moulding.
Moulding: In this process, before making moulds, wooden pattern are made out of the sample
available, on the basis of which final moulds are prepared. Moulding may be classified as:
Para casting: In the para casting method, the pattern of the Utensil to be manufactured is made
up of wood and these form a few model pieces are cast which are to be used in making moulds on
a large scale.
Darza Casting: In this process two flat dishes are used. The dishes when put together leave a
whole on the side which is meant for pouring metal.
Pital Bartan in Sheet Work: In this process the round Billets (khuti) are heated in a traditional
furnace and pressed in a rolling machine. An outline of the flat articles to be manufactured is
marked on the sheet and flat pieces are cut from these outline. The Sheet items are manufactured
by the following methods:
Beating Method: In this method brass sheet first cut according to size and shape, then these
sheet are heated in furnace and then beaten by wooden and iron hammers.
Pressing Method: This method is used to make the items having hollow space in their shapes
such as cups, Katora etc. First of all brass Billets are cut in a suitable size and then pressed by
either by electric power or Hammer. In the previous time, when the electricity was available, then
the total pressing method was by the Hammers. In many small units, still the producers are using
iron hammer.
Spinning Lathe Method: This method is used to make Thalis, Trays and various related products.
In this process a die either of iron or wood is prepared and put on the thick iron roller which is
usually driven by power in this period.
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Soldering and Scraping: Soldering is the process of joining part of metal, Scraping is a cleaning
operation.
Engraving: Engraving is the cutting of design into the surface of the metal.
Polishing: Polishing is the last step of manufacturing of Pital Bartan and it is also very traditional
like for the shining of bartan like big size of Parat, Thali, the artisans are using a special sand by
the special traditional skilled artisans.
J)

Uniqueness:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
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Mirzapur Pital Bartan industry is nearly 200 year old according to the relevant document, it
has reflected in many gazetteer like Rewah State Gazetteer, Vol. IV, 1907; Imperial
Gazetteer of India – Provincial Series, United Provinces of Agra & Oudh, Vol. I – 1908,
Page-81; Gazetteer – Statistical Descriptive and Historical Account – North-Western
Provinces of India, Vol.XIV, Part-II, Mirzapur – 1883, Page No.100 & District Gazetteer of
United Provinces of Agra & Oudh – Supplementary Notes and Statistics up to 1931-2, Vol.
XXVII(D), Mirzapur district, Page No.215, 216.
The whole sector is still producing the utensils on manual basis with the traditional
knowledge and experienced worker and there is no testing laboratory or big machine for
producing these type of utensils in Mirzapur.
It is very much important in Mirzapur utensil sector that the producers are using recycled
metal and few fresh metals from the market, and using it according to their need, but not
purchasing any fresh metal sheet from the market. They are making their own sheet for
various purposes according to their quality, need and demand of market. They are fully
independent in sheet and casting work both.
From developing appropriate raw material for making the utensils is also a very unique
process. The expert Karigar are developing different size of traditional small furnace with
the use of Gangetic soil and sand with metal and melting the metals in this traditional
furnace and developing small Billets (khuti-round balls) of various weights ranging from
300 gm to 2.5 Kg. according to the need of product.
The mixing process of metal is very exclusive and it’s also very traditional knowledge and
experience (without using any testing machine), for the brass pellets, the ratio of copper is
60% and zinc is 40% or some time copper 65% and zinc 35% and then produce a new
metal in pellet form. These traditional techniques are coming from generation.
After developing these Billets, now the process of sheet making has started with the
support of rolling machine. In the beginning of 19th century, first rolling mill has established
in Mirzapur and mentioned in the Mirzapur Municipal corporation document is reflecting
the presence of these traditional method of making utensil and still the same technique is
going on. But before these rolling machine, the producers are using iron hammer for
making the sheet from the pellets.
The process of casting is very exclusive and traditional and raw material which has use
preparation of casting work is - Ganga Balu (sand), Khandsari in liquid form (traditional
desi sugar), Pilli Mitti (yellow soil) and mixed together in a appropriate proportion and
develop the Mould and Sancha for the casting work. The different types of metals are
mixing in this traditional method.
The Karigars (traditional producer) are developing the different size of unique homemade
furnace at the work place for melting work and using for various type of utensils.
Final shaping of utensils, finishing and polishing of utensils are also very traditional with
the use of local material and local tools. The Karigars are very much expert in the fixing 2
part of the utensil in appropriate manner and assure that the joints will not open in many
years after regular use.
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10.
11.

K)

Inspection Body:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L)

For polishing and shining of utensil the specialize local polishers are using special sand
for this particular work especially in Thar, Parat, Thali and for the casting utensils they are
using buffing polish.
The utensil in Mirzapur is unique & very much beneficial. The traditional value of Mirzapur
utensils have been observed since generation in much significant manner and
recommended for daily use either as drinking water purpose, or taking the meal in these
utensil starting from cooking to eating.

One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of U.P.
One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India
having office at Mirzapur.
One Representative from NABARD District office.
One Representative from Human Welfare Association,
2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees.
One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product.
One Representative from District Administration.

Others:
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002
in the Geographical Indications Journal 139 dated July 30, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 623
Application Date: 10-09-2018
Application is made by Varanasi Wood Carving Craft Society at Kabirmath Gali, Pasiana Pasiyana Gali,
Lahartra, Varanasi-221002, Uttar Pradesh, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Banaras
Wood Carving under Application No. 623 in respect of Wood Carving falling in Class – 20 is hereby
advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Varanasi Wood Carving Craft Society

B)

Address

:

Varanasi Wood Carving Craft Society,
Kabirmath Gali, Pasiana Pasiyana Gali,
Lahartra, Varanasi-221 002,
Uttar Pradesh, India.
Facilitated By:
Human Welfare Association,
S.15/116, 2-AC, Mawaiya, Sarnath,
Varanasi – 221 007, Uttar Pradesh, India

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Goods

E)

Specification:

BANARAS WOOD CARVING

:

Class 20 – Wood Carving

Banaras Wood Carving refers to the unique carving work practiced in Varanasi during the ancient
time on Ivory, after the Government had banned ivory as raw material; the artisans had shifted
Wood carving. Since, then the same artisans have shifted to wood carving for creation of these
exclusive crafts and have become much popular across the world for their unique human skill.
The most common varieties of wood used for this craft are Sandalowood, Kaima or Haldu, Keria,
teak, sal, oak, ebony, mango, sheesham, etc. Wood carving is a time consuming process. Small
items of carved wooden handicrafts may take a week to be made. Large items requiring elaborate
carving may take few months for their manufacture. Wooden logs are sourced from nearby areas
such as the jungles of Chitrakoot and Sonebhadra.
The product has a rural touch or depicts village landscape; religion and cultural theme are
generally depicted through various wooden products. It is the artistic practice of shaping and
decorating wooden objects into diverse utilitarian handicrafts, items related to temple articles and
decorative pieces which are much popular since generations. Miniature wood carving statues (the
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specialty in Banaras wood carving and these are completely made by hand with the use of
traditional tools.
According to the craftsmen, their ancestors specialized in ivory carving that enjoyed good
patronage during the reign of the Mughal emperors, and the British, were forced to give up their
craft after ivory was banned by the Government of India. With no other skill to earn their livelihood,
they shifted to woodcarving, accounting for one of Varanasi’s specialities, other than silk weaving
and carpet making.
Passed on from one generation to the other, the art of wooden carving is practised by over 800
artisans families in Varanasi. While the menfolk of the artisan community engage themselves in
the various stages of wooden carving that comprise procurement of wood, hand carving, the
women of the community lend their support in finishing and decorating them.
Talking of the process of making these toys, earlier, sal and seesham were preferred, but the
rising cost of these types of wood has forced the artisans to shift to lighter wood like eucalyptus,
gular, coraiya and ghurkun as they are found to be easy to work with owing to their softness. They
are sourced from the nearby jungles of Chitrakoot and Sonbhadra.
F)

Description:
Varanasi is one of the oldest living cities in the world and is known as the cultural capital of India.
For times immemorial, the Ghats of Banaras have been considered pious for all religious
celebrations. People from different cultures, communities, religions and traditions came and settled
here. As the settlements thrived by the banks of river Ganges, a variety of art, craft and music
became an intangible cultural heritage of the city and it became the home of many artificers and
craftsmen.
Wooden carving is a traditional craft made by the artisans at Varanasi and this skill is coming from
generation to generations. The major communities traditionally working in this craft are
Vishwakarma and Kunder-Kharadi but now days few other people are also working in this craft.
There is an excellent example in Varanasi with a combination of wood carving and metal repousee
work with the use of Silver, Copper, Brass for making different type of Singhasan, Chairs,
Chaukath, Doors pannel, Wall plates and Hauda of elephants. First the wood carver makes the
complete wooden carved Singhasan then after that the metal repousee artisans work on it with the
silver sheet on the upper portion of the product according to the design.
It was ivory carving that gave way to wood carving and it happened only after use of ivory was
banned by the government. From the procurement of wood to hand-carving, it is traditionally a
man’s job. Some of the artisans involve the women of their family in the decorating part. The
craftsmen are really talented and they have been making these handicrafts over generations. They
pass on this legacy to the family. The entire making process requires precision, but they probably
never get their worth. Over 40% of the production goes for exports. They often sell during festivals
and fairs, especially during July till November. It is a lot of hard work for these artisans, and in
certain workshops, 10 to 15 workers work together.
The style of design used during this great period owes much of its interest to the now obsolete
custom of directly employing the craftsman and his men, instead of the present-day habit of giving
the work to a contractor. The general scheme was of course planned by one mastermind, but the
carrying out of each section, each part, each detail, was left to the individual workman.
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G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 30
Banaras Wood Carving is practiced predominantly in Varanasi and it is practiced also in Mirzapur,
Sonbhadra and Chandauli district in the state of Uttar Pradesh.
Varanasi
:
District is situated 83.00 E longitudes and 25. 200 N latitude.
Chandauli
:
District is situated 26. 00 N latitude and 83.160 E longitude.
Mirzapur
:
District is situated 25.150 N Latitude and 82.580 E longitudes
Sonbhadhra :
District is situated East 23.52 & 25.32 North

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Varanasi also known as Banaras or kashi is a north Indian city on the bank of the Ganges in Uttar
Pradesh. Varanasi is one of the oldest living cities in the world. The word ‘Kashi’ originated from
the word ‘kas’ which means the shine. Kashi is the original ground created by Shiva and Parvati
upon which they stood as the beginning of time. It has always attracted a large number of pilgrims
and worshippers from time immemorial.
The art and culture of Varanasi is unique. It is the rich cultural tradition of Varanasi that makes it
the cultural capital of India. A combination of archaeology, mythology, geography, art and history
makes Varanasi a great center of Indian culture. Varanasi presents a complete museum of Indian
art and culture. At Varanasi one can feel the changing patterns and movements in course of
history. It has a rich and unique style of art forms and folk art. For centuries, Varanasi has
produced master craftsmen and earned name and fame for its beautiful sarees, handicrafts.
Besides the famous Banaras Sari, brassware, copperware, Ivory work, glass bangles, Wood
carving, Carpet weaving, stone, clay toys and exquisite gold jewelry are some of the other crafts
Varanasi city is famous for. This place has been famous for handicrafts items for years .It has
been hailed a leading center for some of the finest Indian handicrafts.
Varanasi is well known across the world for its hand-crafted wooden carvings. These wooden
carvings are sculpted and chiselled by artisans. This industry is believed to have more than 400years history in the city. This place was one of the largest wooden carving producing centres in
India
According to the craftsmen, their ancestors were specialized in ivory carving that enjoyed good
patronage during the reign of the Mughal emperors and the British. After ivory was banned by the
Government of India, the artisans migrated or shifted to wooden carving.
Banaras Wood Carving is a unique product, related at the time of Ivory work of Varanasi, then
shifted to wood carving, after the Govt. has ban both the material like ivory and sandal wood, then
the same artisans has shifted in the Kaima wood for these exclusive crafts and much popular
across the world for their unique human skill. Usually, they are smaller types like a kitchen set or
similar toys. Sometimes, small statues are also made by carving in the wood. The product has a
rural touch or depicts village landscape, bullock carts, village people or cooking vessels. Religion
and cultural theme are generally depicted through various wooden products.
The most important reason to develop the human skill at Varanasi. Kashi or Varanasi is much
popular for pilgrimage and foreign tourist from very old time and after looking the demand of tourist
and pooja (prayer) items, the artisans developed in much significant manner in this region.
Varanasi is equally important for Buddhist tourist and pilgrimage from various Buddhist countries
since beginning and due to this the demand of statues of Buddha, their different life story has
carved on the wooden panels as well as on the stone panels, which are still available in Sarnath
and Varanasi tourist places.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

I)

Banaras –A Gazetteer, being Volume Xxvi of the District Gazetteers of the United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh– Ivory carving is seldom practiced, but there are several
workers in the city who turn out carved chessmen, penholders and the like; the demand is
neither large nor constant, so that the craft is in danger of disappearance. Wood-carving is
almost unknown and the fine specimens to be seen at the Nepalese temple and
elsewhere are not the work of local artist.
International Journal of Research Granthalaya - Dr. Anjali Pandey Assistant
Professor (Drawing & Painting), Govt. M.L.B. Girls P.G. College Bhopal, INDIA Varanasi and Amroha are particularly well known for lacquered woodcraft of UP. Numbers
of lacquered toys, miniature kitchen utensils for children are made in this state. Chakla belan, Sindoor-dani, and some other useful and ritual items are also covered the
handicraft range. Ornamental lacquering with intricate patterns viz dana work, atishi, abri,
zig-zag and Nakkashi.
A book of Indian Craft – Wood works, Carving and Carved Crafts:
The tradition of woodcarving existed in India from ancient times. The early wood-carved
temples bear witness for this. Wood-carved temples are surviving till date in Himachal
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. In India, each region has developed its own style of
structures and carving. Local traditions and locally available wood varieties influence them
a lot. Varanasi is an important center for stone carving works. Here a community of people
called ‘the Raidas’ do it. Around Varanasi, Hamirpur, Tehri Garhwal and Bageshwar are
famous for statue works whereas Banda is known for agate stone works. Varanasi is also
produces many designs based on local traditions, as it is a big pilgrim center for the
Hindus and Buddhists.

Method of Production:
Raw Materials:
The most common varieties of wood used for this craft are Sandalowood, Kaima or Haldu, Keria,
teak, sal, oak, ebony, mango, sheesham, etc. Wood carving is a time consuming process. Small
items of carved wooden handicrafts may take a week to be made. Large items requiring elaborate
carving may take few months for their manufacture. Wooden logs are sourced from nearby areas
such as the jungles of Chitrakoot and Sonebhadra. The wood is available from the surrounding
districts around Varanasi like Sonebhadra, Chandauli and Govt. wood depot, other states like
Madhya Pradesh and Bihar.
Theme of Carving:
The Wooden carving can be classified into following categories- religious, cultural, animals & birds,
and traditional and modern. All these themes are treated in a different way—for example—
Religious, they exhibit Indian motifs and patterns. These toys also tell mythological and religious
stories of their time.
The cultural theme shows the classes of society, the daily lifestyle and activity of the people in
rural India and also some profession which were popular in ancient India. Whereas, the modern
have modern patterns and themes.
The most common wood used for wooden carving are:
•
Sandal wood, Rosewood, Teak wood is also used.
•
'Safeda' or Eucalyptus is used for lathe machine applications
•
'Kirbil' is used for hand carving.
•
'Shisham' or Dalbergia has yellowish white wood.
•
'Gulhar' has thick fibres, hence is used for not so intricate carvings.
•
'Kaima' has thin fibres, hence is used for fine carving.
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Procuring the Wood:
Wood logs are brought from nearby areas and are stored generally outside the craftsmen houses,
in the narrow lanes of Varanasi, who have been practicing this craft generation after generation.
A wide range of wood types is used to make products. All of them go through the same basic
steps - slicing, carving, inlaying, sanding, polishing and assembling. Craftsmen specializein one
(or more) of these processes and perform just that every day. So each product is actually
handcrafted by not one karigar but many.
Slicing:
The first step is to cut the logs of wood into flat slabs. This is called ‘lakdicheerna’ and is done
using an electric saw. Usually two men hold the wood firmly to cut it precisely. These pieces are
marked with pencil and cut in different shapes and sizes according to the desired product, then are
worked upon by the carving artisans.
Carving & Wood Turning:
Carving is done either completely by hand or in combination with an electric saw. The saw is
usually employed to make geometric patterns. The whole operation is started by drawing the
pattern intended to be carved on a piece of paper and pasting it over the surface. Holes are drilled
to precisely (and quickly) carve out the negative spaces. Carving completely by hand makes for a
very fascinating sight. Though the instruments used are extremely simple (saw, plane, fine-grained
hard stone, chisels etc.), the carvers use them aptly to produce some astonishing results with
minute details, keeping the intricacies and subtle light and shade effects, every desired curve,
expression and texture.
Fine strokes with the hammer are made on the chisel, to give shape to the wood piece. It is again
smoothened with a file. Sometimes, the whole design is carved out from a single piece of wood
whereas in some cases, different body parts are carved separately and joined together with
adhesive.
Wood turning involves using a lathe to create objects from wood. As the lathe turns, the wood
remains in the same position and slowly is shaped by the cutting tools. Using this basic process, it
is possible to create many different objects from wood, including some designs that are intricate in
detail.
It is of two types- Spindle turning, that involves using wood where the grain runs in the same
direction as the lathe bed. Some examples are- table legs, legs for chairs, etc.
Second is faceplate turning in which the wood grain runs vertical to the rotation of the lathe. Some
examples are- wooden platters, bowls, and charger plates.
Workshops are setup with turning machines powered by electricity. Around 5-10 craftsmen work
together in a single workshop. Wooden logs cut in small pieces using a saw. After this, they are
brought here and fit into the lathe machine. First, the machine peels off the outer rough skin to give
a cylinder with smooth surface which is further worked on to give required shape with the help of
skilled craftsmen.
Polishing:
Sanding and buffing are the dustiest processes out of all. They work all day at the machine to
make the piece smooth and shiny. After this the polishing experts come into the picture and rub
loads of putty to even out the unfinished edges and cracks. When it dries, the wooden piece is
smoothened further with sandpaper and then coated with paint or polish, depending on the desired
finish. Polish finishes include the regular natural, walnut and rosewood.
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J)

Uniqueness:
















K)

Inspection Body:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L)

Varanasi, being the cultural center of India is also rich in the craft of wooden carving and
is gifted with a community of craftsmen who have been practicing this craft and passing it
on from one generation to other.
The most important reason to develop the human skill at Varanasi. Kashi or Varanasi is
much popular for pilgrimage and foreign tourist from very old time and after looking the
demand of tourist and pooja (prayer) items, the artisans developed in much significant
manner in this region.
The most common varieties of wood used for this craft are Sandalowood, Kaima or Haldu,
Keria, teak, sal, oak, ebony, mango, sheesham, etc. Wood carving is a time consuming
process. Small items of carved wooden handicrafts may take a week to be made. Large
items requiring elaborate carving may take few months for their manufacture. Wooden
logs are sourced from nearby areas such as the jungles of Chitrakoot and Sonebhadra.
The life of finished product more than 75 to 100 years.
Miniature wood carving statues (the smallest are in one inch size) of various God and
Goddess in different pattern and motifs are specialty in Banaras wood carving and these
are completely made by hand with the use of traditional tools (no electricity is using
especially for these miniature and related statues).
The artisans are also using the traditional tools and some time these artisans are
developing the tools with local Blacksmith artisans within the community and these are
very traditional tools and demanded according to the products.
The artisans are not using any heavy machine or advance tools for their work, because
the product and wood is very delicate and soft.
The designs and motifs are very traditional with minute details like floral motifs, shikargah,
different type of leafs, Mughal designs and stories like – life of Buddha, Radha-Krishna
dancing pattern motifs and many type of traditional designs.
The product has exported across the world but mainly in Buddhist country because much
demand is coming related to Buddha statue and the related things. Decorative items like –
flower pot, surahi pot, chess, are much demanded in the USA and European market and
Ashoka pillar is highly demanded in India.
The wood carving artisans are developing a wooden carve product from size of 1 inch to 8
feet and some time, the size goes up to 12 feet as decorative products for temples.
Varanasi artisans has an excellent example with a combination of wood carving and
metal repousee work with the use of Silver, Copper, Brass for making different type of
Singhasan, Chairs, Chaukath, Doors pannel, Wall plates and Hauda of elephants. First
the wood carver makes the complete wooden carved Singhasan then after that the metal
repousee artisans work on it with the silver sheet on the upper portion of the product
according to the design.

One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of U.P.
One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India
having office at Varanasi.
One Representative from NABARD District office, Varanasi.
One Representative from Human Welfare Association,
2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees.
One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product.
One Representative from District Administration.

Others:
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002
in the Geographical Indication Journal 139 dated July 30, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 624
Application Date: 10-09-2018
Application is made by “Ohm Jan Kalyan Samiti” at 32, Indira Nagar, Khajuri, District: Varanasi, Uttar
Pradesh-India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Banaras Hand Block Print under Application
No. 624 in respect of Hand Block Print falling in Class – 24 & 25 is hereby advertised as accepted under
Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act,
1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Ohm Jan Kalyan Samiti

B)

Address

:

Ohm Jan Kalyan Samiti,
32, Indira Nagar, Khajuri, District: Varanasi,
Uttar Pradesh, India.
Facilitated By:
Human Welfare Association,
S.15/116, 2-AC, Mawaiya, Sarnath,
Varanasi – 221 007, Uttar Pradesh, India

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Goods

E)

Specification:

BANARAS HAND BLOCK PRINT

:

Class 24 & 25 – Hand Block Print

Varanasi is a famous for fine hand block printing work on silk fabrics, silk sarees, stoles, scarf,
dupatta, dress material and many type of related silk fabric. Its share a very special traditional
floral motifs, Bird and animal motifs, traditional culture which was also popular in Banaras silk
sector and appropriate fast and bright color combination. The Varanasi block printing is extremely
fine due to the excellent human skill, experience and delicate designs with superbly carved
wooden and metal blocks.
The area which is much prominent for hand block printing at Varanasi is noted as Lahurabir,
Sunderpur, Khojawa, Manduadih, Sonarpura, Sheopur, Khajuri, Hukulganj and surrounding rural
area. This is very much important that there is no specific community or religion who can claim that
only they are in this old age craft tradition.
Hindu and Muslim, and nearly many caste artisans are involved in the hand Block Printing at
Varanasi is also showing a unique character of this craft. All aspects related to block printing are
done under one roof; right from block making, fabric dying, color making, block printing, steaming
and last washing & drying of the finish product. The Block Printers known as Block Chhapaiwala
and the much experienced artisans known as Master in the local language.
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Several generations of many organizations are involved in this fine craft and taking it into new
heights with play of designs. Many oldest firms in this trade, has its reputation from generation to
generation in this art and creating masterpiece for domestic as well as foreign markets.
Nearly 4th to 5th generation artisans are working in the Hand Block Printing and this exclusive
technique is transferring through their own learning process and the Master is Guru for young
generation and even the son is learning from father and grandfather. Traditional Banarasi motifs
and designs as well as contemporary designs are used in printing.
Several designs like Barat (marriage), Radha Krishna, and Maharaja have been in use since last
more than 50 years. More than 150 blocks are used in particular for making one design to get the
desired effect.
Fabrics with motives or designs can be printed using this technique. No requirement of using only
plain cloth fabric. With one set of block design, several patterns of prints in different colors can be
created. For some weaving deigns, blocks are made accordingly to fit into the patterns of weave
giving a very distinctive look.
No readymade color is used in the process. Colors are made “in house” by mixing several
available colors to get the desired shade.
Block Printing is one of the traditional techniques of press printing with fabulous colors followed by
the societies of the city Varanasi. Raw materials are bought by the agent and artesian perform
only labor on the cloth, these sarees vary from INR 2000 to INR 15000 for an attractive design.
The final product undergoes a process of quality check by the agent after which, the final
production starts. The complete process is followed by the artesian. Motifs having some subject
are transferred onto light colored background with wooden blocks following two styles straight and
resist style. These fabrics are also producing for consumer purpose and the available materials
are Georgette, Chiffon, Tanchhui Silk, Kora, and Dupian, Katan silk, Crape silk and many type of
exclusive pure cotton fabric also is the speciality of Varanasi block print.
It eliminates excess dye, sets the color and also fluffs the yarn that makes up the fabric to
complete the structural aspect of the fabric. When anticipated, special finishing manner may be
used to soften or stiffen the hand (the way the fabric feels when touched) make the fabric stain
unaffected or add shine to the fabric. Finally the products are exported across the world to retain
the tradition of India from Varanasi.
F)

Description:
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The fabric, dyes, color and technique of dying was already available at Banaras due to the
silk weaving hub with specialty, so it was very easy to start block printing work. The
important thing is that the wooden Block making artisans was also available in Banaras
since generations, for developing various type of wooden blocks. The dyer is also
available in the same place are using excellent color combination with the traditional
technique and knowledge to observe the accurate colors and perfection.
The environment was very positive and with the availability of holy Ganga water for dying
purpose for making the various color, an appropriate environment has created in the favor
of hand block printing at Varanasi.
The very special things observed in Banaras Hand Block Print that is 3 different art form
together at Varanasi in one product like weaving of fabric by the traditional weaver on
handloom, making wooden blocks by the another artisan who are involved in wood
carving and in the last block printing on the same fabrics by the other artisan (Block
chhapaiwala).
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Use of direct dyes on the print material. Multi-color patterns of printing up to 6-8 colors in
one product and some time even in one motif. The designs are very fine with much detail.
Fabrics like silk and its varieties of high value have been the choice of fabrics due to
uniqueness of designs. Blocks having carvings on brass are used for fine intricate
designs, mainly for Reik (Outline) along with wooden blocks.
Banaras hand Block printing has become popular because the simple process can create
such sensational prints in rich and vibrant colors. Originally natural dyes were used but
today they have been replaced by azo free and artificial colors. The main colors used are
red - the color of love. Yellow the color of spring. Blue as in Krishna and saffron as the
yogi.
The specialty of Banaras hand block print is mainly on the fine quality silk fabric, created
an example for whole world with very fast and traditional colors for which Varanasi is
known.
Trade and industrial activities have been the mainstay of historical studies across various
periods of Indian history. This can be traced from ancient periods to colonial times.
As Banaras is one of the veritable cities of Indian culture, its society and development
continues to attract a great deal of attention from historians cutting across its timeframes
since it enjoys a mythological and cosmic popularity for religious and pilgrimage purposes.
Use of direct dyes on the print material. Multi-color patterns of printing up to 6-8 colors in
one product and some time even in one motif. The designs is very fine with much detail.
Fabrics like silk and its varieties of high value have been the choice of fabrics due to
uniqueness of designs. Blocks having carvings on brass are used for fine intricate
designs, mainly for Reik (Outline) along with wooden blocks.
Block printed Silk Scarves are much popular in Japan, Koria, Europe as well as in the Gulf
countries on several occasions since many time with their specific motifs and color
combination.
Colors are made “in house” by mixing several available colors to get the desired shade.
With one set of block design, several patterns of prints in different colors can be created
The artisans are using many variety of silk for block printing and the most unique things is
that the silk weaving is also available in Varanasi since generations, so there is very good
connection of block printing and silk weaving in Varanasi. The weavers are weaving silk in
plain sarees are fabric and then the hand block printers are using multi color, fine motifs
for printing on the same fabric.
It shows that in Varanasi Block printing, the fabric, wooden blocks and printing work, all
are completed in one place in independent manner with all availability.
Fabrics with motives or designs can be printed using this technique. No requirement of
using only plain cloth fabric.
For some weaving deigns, blocks are made accordingly to fit into the patterns of weave
giving a very distinctive look.
Several designs like Barat (marriage), Radha Krishna, Maharaja have been in use since
last more than 50 years
No readymade color is used in the process. Colors are made “in house” by mixing several
available colors to get the desired shade.
With one set of block design, several patterns of prints in different colors can be created.
The product is directly related to the different type of traditional tools with wooden blocks,
which has already developed within the same premises by the different artisans like Block
maker, in different shapes and sizes called Bunta.
Blocks are made of seasoned teak wood by trained craftsmen. The underside of the block
has the design etched on it. Each block has a wooden handle and two to three cylindrical
holes drilled into the block for free air passage and also to allow release of excess printing
paste. The new blocks are soaked in oil for 10-15 days to soften the grains in the timber.
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G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 39
Banaras Hand Block Print is practiced predominantly in Varanasi and Chandauli districts in the
state of Uttar Pradesh.
Varanasi
:
District is situated 83.00 E longitudes and 25. 200 N latitude.
Chandauli
:
District is situated 26.00 N latitude and 83.160 E longitude.

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
The history of the city can be traced from as early as the beginning of the Janapada time till today
as it has the vibrant culture, society and living tradition. The Islamic religion had reached Banaras
as early as the 11th century as per the existing historical sources. In due course of time, this city
became a nodal centre for trade and economic activities between eastern and western parts of
India paving the way for major activities cutting across culture and society
The Hand Block Printing of Banaras has clearly mentioned in the District Gazetteer of Banaras –A
Gazetteer, of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh in Vol. XXVI in 1922 about the technique of
printing, size, length of fabric. A number of other related books, journals has also mentioned about
the Banaras Hand Block Prints and its importance.

I)

Method of Production:
The printing process begins by pre-washing the fabrics. The fabric is then dyed, laid flat on a table
and fixed firmly to the table with pins. Four to five basic natural colors are used that are then mixed
together to form a multitude of colors. The block is then dipped in the dye and stamped firmly by
hand onto the fabric. Finally, the fabric is rinsed in water and hung to dry in the sun, minimizing
energy consumption.
Raw Material:
Wooden blocks, Brass blocks, Vibrant colors. The main colors used are red, yellow, blue, and
saffron, originally natural dyes, Color box, Water, Rough cloth for coloring process, Bucket.
Tools: The main tools of the printer are wooden blocks in different shapes and sizes called bunta.
The underside of the block has the design etched on it. Each block has a wooden handle and two
to three cylindrical holes drilled into the block for free air passage and also to allow release of
excess printing paste. The new blocks are soaked in oil for 10-15 days to soften the grains in the
timber. These blocks sometimes have metal over the wood.
1.
Engraved blocks
2.
Tables
3.
Trolley
4.
Color Container
5.
Color sieve
6.
Bucket, Brush
Wooden trolleys with racks have castor wheels fastened to their legs to facilitate free movement.
The printer drags it along as he works. On the upper most shelf trays of dye are placed. On the
lower shelves printing blocks are kept ready.

The craftsmanship applied to produce these prints can be judged from the following summary of
the process. The cloth was wetted with milk and burnished to achieve a smooth surface. The
design was transferred from paper, using charcoal powder that was rubbed through holes pricked
in the paper. The main outlines were painted in and the fabric was then waxed, except for the
areas that were to be blue or green. The latter were dyed in a bath of reduced indigo, and the wax
was then removed by scraping and washing. After drying, the reds, pinks, lilacs, browns and
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blacks were painted in with the appropriate metal acetate mordants, aged and developed in a
madder extract dyebath. If necessary, the pale areas were rewaxed and darker colours obtained
by a second dyeing. Thorough washing removed most of the unfixed dye, and then bleaching in
the sun whitened the ground. Painting in a saffron yellow for green and yellow areas completed
the work.
The fabric to be printed is washed free of starch and soft bleached if the natural grey of the fabric
is not desired. If dyeing is required as in the case of saris, where borders or the body is tied and
dyed, it is done before printing. The fabric is stretched over the printing table and fastened with
small pins (in the case of saris the pallu is printed first then the border).
The printing starts form left to right. The color is evened out in the tray with a wedge of wood and
the block dipped into the outline color (usually black or a dark color). When the block is applied to
the fabric, it is slammed hard with the fist on the back of the handle so that a good impression may
register. A point on the block serves as a guide for the repeat impression, so that the whole effect
is continuous and not disjoined. The outline printer is usually an expert because he is the one who
leads the process. If it is a multiple color design the second printer dips his block in color again
using the point or guide for a perfect registration to fill in the color. The third color if existent follows
likewise. Skill is necessary for good printing since the colors need to dovetail into the design to
make it a composite whole. A single color design can be executed faster, a double color takes
more time and multiple color design would mean additional labor and more color consumption.
Different dyes are used for silk and cotton. Rapid fast dyes, indigo sol and pigment dyes are cotton
dyes. Printing with rapid dyes is a little more complicated as the dyes once mixed for printing have
to be used the same day. Standard colors are black, red, orange, brown and mustard. Color
variation is little difficult and while printing it is not possible to gauge the quality or depth of color.
It is only after the fabric is processed with an acid wash that the final color is established. Beautiful
greens and pinks are possible with indigo sol colors but pigment colors are widely popular today
because the process is simple, the mixed colors can be stored for a period of time, subtle nuances
of colors are possible, and new shades evolve with the mixing of two or three colors. Also the
colors are visible as one prints and do not change after processing. Colors can be tested before
printing by merely applying it onto the fabric. The pigment color is made up of tiny particles, which
do not dissolve entirely and hence are deposited on the cloth surface while rapid dyes and indigo
sols penetrate the cloth.
Pigment colors are mixed with kerosene and a binder. The consistency should be just right, for if it
is too thick it gives a raised effect on the material, which spoils the design. Small plastic buckets
with lids are ideal for storing the mixed colors over a few days.
Cotton saris after pigment printing are dried out in the sun. This is part of the fixing process. They
are rolled in wads of newspapers to prevent the dye form adhering to other layers and steamed in
boilers constructed for the purpose. Silks are also steamed this way after printing. After steaming,
the material is washed thoroughly in large quantities of water and dried in the sun, after which it is
finished by ironing out single layers, which fix the color permanently.
The three main tools of block printing are the wooden blocks, the fabric and the dye:
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Raw fabric is first washed to remove starch and then bleached in a gentle solution.
Once bleached, it is hung up on tall bamboo frames to dry in the sun.
The blocks are made from teak wood by trained craftsmen. Designs are traced onto the
surface and then carved with a hammer and chisel.
Each block is made with a wooden handle and several small holes to release air and
excess dye. It is soaked in oil for 10-15 days before use to soften the grains of the timber.
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J)

Colors are prepared in the separate room called color kitchen. They are then kept on a
tray which the printer drags along as he works.
In preparation for printing, the cotton fabric is stretched tightly over the printing tables and
fastened with pins to avoid wrinkles and movement.
When printing begins, artisans first print the outline of the design. This is usually done by
the most experienced printer, as the outline leads the whole process and must be very
precise.
The rest of the team then fills in the colors with various "fill" blocks.
Once printed, the swaths of fabric are hung to dry in the sun before a final wash.

Uniqueness:
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Varanasi has a very significant and positive environment from older period because the
traditional dying technique with the combination of Ganga water for taking colors on the
silk fabrics was very much appropriate and due to this water quality, the signing has much
come on the fabrics after printing by the blocks. This is a combination of environmental
combination as well as human skill.
From the ancient time Banaras was popular for silk and brocades weaving and due to this
the availability of raw material and exclusive weaving technique was available on the very
fine quality of silk cloth. Due to this favorable condition and demand of market, a number
of artisans has started block printing work on the plane silk fabric mainly on Sarees in the
initial period.
After generating demand of printed stoles, scarfs, from Europe, Koriya, Japan, Singapur,
Thailand and Arab countries, Banaras artisans has started making these stoles and scarfs
through hand Block printing technique with the different type of traditional motifs and color
combinations according to the country demand.
Use of direct dyes on the print material mainly on the fine quality of silk fabric.
Multi-color patterns of printing up to 6 colors on one product and some time even in one
motif.
This is the uniqueness of Banaras hand block printing artisans that from the same
workshop, they are developing different type of products with various color combinations
for different countries and the total process is in very controlled and traditional conditions
from production to export.
The traditional designs and color is very secret according to the buyers and country where
they are supplying, otherwise other block printing workshop owner or artisans will copy the
designs.
Fabrics like silk and its varieties of high value have been the choice of fabrics due to
uniqueness of designs with appropriate multi color combinations.
Blocks having carvings on brass are used for fine intricate designs, mainly for Reik
(Outline) along with wooden blocks is also a specialty of Banaras printing.
All aspects related to block printing are done under one roof; right from block making,
fabric dying, color making, block printing, steaming and last washing & drying.
Very fine intricate design patterns.
Multi color used in printing on the same motif and some time it is 6-8 colors on one picture
and there is no overlapping on the finish product.
Direct printing on fabric is very unique character by artisans here.
Nearly 90% work in hand block printing in Varanasi is on silk fabric in spite of other places
the block printers are using cotton fabric on the Sarees, or Bed-sheet or running fabric.
Traditional motifs like the scene of marriages, Shree Krishan Ras-rang, Mughal Darbar,
Shikargah, Holy festival has development on the silk fabric mainly on the silk Sarees in
multi color hand block print in Banaras.
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K)

Inspection Body:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L)

Very minute and exclusive floral motifs are printed by blocks on silk in multi color is also
available since very long time and now contemporary design is using by the block printers
at Varanasi according to the demand of market.
Fineness and minute work is specialty of the Banaras Block printer.
Block printing fabric in different type of motifs are used as mementos/ souvenir after
framing. The Mughal and traditional religious pattern are much popular for this work.
It is a unique combination that the wooden blocks is also developed in Varanasi by the
wooden block maker and a number of artisans are working for developing wooden blocks
since generations and Master artisans are also giving the training to the younger
generation for block making process.
Varanasi artisans are also using very fine brass blocks for their fine work and traditional
motifs.
Block printed Silk Scarves are much popular in Japan, Koria, Europe as well as in the Gulf
countries on several occasions.
The artisans are using many variety of silk for block printing and the most unique things is
that the silk weaving is also available in Varanasi since generations, so there is very good
connection of block printing and silk weaving in Varanasi. The weavers are weaving silk in
plain sarees are fabric and then the hand block printers are using multi color, fine motifs
for printing on the same fabric.
It shows that in Varanasi Block printing, the fabric, wooden blocks and printing work, all
are completed in one place in independent manner with all availability.
Uses of more than 150 blocks in just one design are used to get the desired effect.
No readymade color is used in the process. Colors are made “in house” by mixing several
available colors to get the desired shade.
With one set of block design, several patterns of prints in different colors can be created.
Fabrics with motives or designs can be printed using this technique. No requirement of
using only plain cloth fabric.
For some weaving deigns, blocks are made accordingly to fit into the patterns of weave
giving a very distinctive look.
Several designs like Barat (marriage), Radha Krishna, Maharaja have been in use since
last more than 50 years.

One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of U.P.
One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India
having office at Varanasi.
One Representative from NABARD District office, Varanasi.
One Representative from Human Welfare Association.
2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees.
One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product.
One Representative from District Administration.

Others:
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 139 dated July 30, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 650
Application Date: 27-05-2019
Application is made by Chyura Utpadak Evam Kalyan Samiti, at New Shiv Colony, Near Shiv Mandir
Chandrabhaga, Post: Aincholi, Pithoragarh – 262 530, Uttarakhand, India for Registration in Part A of the
Register of Kumaon Chyura Oil under Application No. 650 in respect of Chyura Oil falling in Class – 29 is
hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Chyura Utpadak Evam Kalyan Samiti

B)

Address

:

Chyura Utpadak Evam Kalyan Samiti,
New Shiv Colony, Near Shiv Mandir,
Chandrabhaga, Post: Aincholi,
Pithoragarh – 262 530, Uttarakhand, India
Facilitated By:
District Administration, Pithoragarh,
Government of Uttarakhand.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Goods

E)

Specification:

KUMAON CHYURA OIL

:

Class 29 - Chyura Oil

Kumaon Chyura oil is more or less recognize as lifeline of the upper Himalayn, Kumaon region of
Uttarakhand state, people mainly who are living since very long time in this region and using
Chyura oil for edible purpose which is much nutritious and hygienic in this cold climatic condition.
The local Kumaoni people are using Chyura oil as edible oil for cooking purpose and making
various type of food product. Color of Kumaon Chyura Oil is Light cream with the liquidity as thick
in comparison to the other oil. Saponification value - This oil is much prominent in Saponification
value, useful for body cream, due to their characteristic and with this uniqueness, now producers
are making soap and body cream from this oil.
Chyura is a backbone of Uttarakhand rural economy. It is a multipurpose tree since each of its
parts is utilized. Its wood is used as fuel and timber, leaves are used as fodder while the fruits are
edible. But the most significant parts of chyura, whose utilization has changed rural economy in
certain places, are its seeds and flowers. Due to its utility and importance in Uttarakhand, it is
called Kalpbriksh of Uttarakhand.
Chyura trees start yielding fruits generally between five and nine years of age. The fruiting time of
Chyura is April to July and the fruit is fully ripe by June/July. The innermost core of the Chyura
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fruit contains a seed with a thin but hard, brown, glossy coating and within it rests its kernel.
These seeds are used for oil extraction while seed residue could act as a mosquito repellent when
burnt. The flowering season of Chyura begins from November and lasts till January
Chyura is one of the economically important but lesser known and underutilized multipurpose tree
of Himalaya. It has a great spiritual and cultural importance along with livelihood association along
the Himalayan communities especially the Van-Rajis, which are among the most ancient primitive
vulnerable tribes (PVTs) of India with a population of around 700 in Uttarakhand.
The name of Kumaon Chyura (Indian Butter Tree – Diploknema Butyracea - is the botanical
name) Oil; it is exclusively linked and known for a particular geographical area of Pithoragarh and
Kumaon region of Uttarakhand and adjoining districts of Almora, Bageshwar and Nainital Districts
since generations. Chyura tree is found in the Himalayas, at altitudes of 1600m. in Uttarakhand.
The Chyura seeds yield edible oil, known as ‘Chyura butter’. The local farmers in the upper
Himalayan region mainly from Kumaon region are involved in the production of Chyura oil from
the Chyura tree since generation.
Chemical Composition of Chyura Oil
Physical Properties of Chyura Oil
Fatty acid Percentage of Chyura oil Specific gravity at 30oC 0.856-862 Refractive index
Saturated / Unsaturated
at 40oC1.4552-1.4650
Palmitic acid (C16:1) 50-60% Saturated
Oleic acid (C18:1) 30-40% Unsaturated
Linoleic acid (C18:2) 2-10% Unsaturated
Stearic acid (C18:1) 0-5% Saturated
F)

Saponification value 190-200 KOH/gr
Iodine value 90-101
Melting point 31-51oC
R.M. Value 48-52oC

Description:
Chyura oil is more or less recognize as lifeline of the upper Himalayn, Kumaon region of
Uttarakhand state, people mainly who are living since very long time in this region and using
Chyura oil for edible purpose which is much nutritious and hygienic in this cold climatic condition.
Kumaon Chyura oil test is very light bitterness as fresh oil but after freezing it, the bitterness has
removed is a special characteristic of this Chyura oil.
Chyura oil is very important component in the life of upper Himalayan region people because this
oil is use for various purpose like cooking, making ghee from Chyura oil, using as oil for lighting of
lamp, using it for making various type of cosmetics.
This is very unique quality of this natural oil. There is no smoke coming after burning the Chyura
oil and due to this it is much demanded at the time of Diwali festival.
Freezing Point – When the Chyura oil is extracted from the seed is in the liquid form but after
going temperature down from 250 C, gradually the characteristic has changed and oil become
more thicker and changed in the form of butter.
Hardness – Chyura oil is a hard oil and no smell as specific has noted in this oil.
Durability – In the form of Chyura oil and after freezing it, change as butter form, is very long life
and people are using it for 2 to 5 year period in the normal condition and some time in the control
condition, it will be useful up to 10 years. This is very unique and specific characteristic of Chyura
oil.
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Production of Chyura oil can be a viable livelihood option for the local farmers as the oil is
generally sold between 80 -120 rupees/lit. The market price of Chyura seeds varies from 15 – 20
rupees/kg. As per our estimates one hectare of area can easily support 100 trees of Chyura at 10
x 10 m spacing.
Physical Properties and Chemical Composition of Kumaon Chyura Oil:
Physical properties and chemical composition of Chyura Oil supplies to verify that the product is
pure and that quality of supplies is consistent. Chyura seeds are harvested from different areas
under different environmental conditions and at different times during the year. All these variables
have an influence on product quality. Variation in physical properties also means the chemical
profile will vary.
The seeds contain 42-47% oil and the kemel contains 60-66% oil. 100 seds weigh approximately
78 grams. The average annual fruit yield per tree is about 100 to 250 Kilograms.
Oil and butter can be extracted from Chyura seeds. Approximately 600 grams of oil can be
extracted from 1 kg of seeds.
Composition of fatty acids in Chyura Oil: Chyura oil contains 56.6% palmitic acid and 3.6% stearic
acid, both of which are saturated fatty acids. It also contains 36.0% oleic acid along with 3.8%
linoleic acid, both of which are unsaturated fatty acids. Oleic acid is a mono-unsaturated fatty
acid and has one double bond at the 9th carbon of its hydrocarbon chain. Linoleic acid has two
double bonds in the hydrocarbon chain of the acid.
Nutritional Value of Chyura Oil: Chyura oil is quite nutritious as it contains 5-20% protein, 30%
carbohydrates and 3.8% ash.
Oil and butter can be extracted from Chyura seeds. Approximately 600 grams of oil can be
extracted from 1 kg of seeds. While the oil extracted from Chyura’s seed is edible, it can also be
used in producing soap, ointment, candles and various other daily use items.
G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 46
Districts
Pithoragarh
Bageshwar
Almora
Nainital
Champawat
Udham Singh Nagar

H)

Latitude
9.582
29.847
29o.35’.49.67”.N
29.380
29.336
29.045

Longitude
80.218
79.778
o
79 .39’.32.80”.E
79.463
80.091
79.368

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Almora: A Gazetteer, Volume XXXV of the District Gazetteers of The United Provinces of
Agra and Oudh, Edited & Compiled by H.G. Walton, I.C.S.- 1911,
Himalayan Gazetteer, Vol.1 by Edwin Thomas Atkinson, mentioned in 4 different pages
like
Original Research Article International Journal for Environment Rehabilitation and
Conservation –Vol. IX (1): 134— 141, Chyura (Diploknema butyracea) as a livelihood
option for forest-dweller tribe (Van-Raji) of Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand, India, by Joshi,
Naveen Chandra; Chaudhary, Alka and Rawat, Gopal Singh - Wildlife Institute of India,
Chandrabani, Dehradun, India
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(iv)

(v)
(vi)
I)

Network Programme on Convergence of Traditional Knowledge Systems for Integration to
Sustainable Development in the Indian Himalayan Region - Documenting Traditional
knowledge on Chyura (Diploknemabutyracea): A Socio-Economically Important tree in
Uttarakhand By P Tiwari , Central Himalayan Environment Association (CHES),
Uttarakhand, India.
Indian Journal of Natural Products and Reseouces, Vol.6(4), December,2015,
Phytochemical Standardization of Diploknema Butyracea (Roxb.) H.J. Lam. , Seed by
HPTLC Technique By Rashmi and Sapna Tyagi.
Agriculture Journal –2:1 (2017)-4, Relationship of Oil content and Fatty Acid Composition
with seed characters of Diploknema Butyracea.

Method of Production:
The Churya tree belongs to the Sapotacae family, composed of 8 tropical species, divided in 6
genera. The tree is scientifically known as Diploknema butyrcea (Rxb.) is found in the Kumaon
region of Uttarakhand.
The Chyura tree needs sunshine and has a good tolerance to the cold (Jackson, 1987 and
Campbell, 1983, in Valussi, 2008). It’s a fast-growing, deciduous, mediumsize tree, around 20
meters in height with a girth of 2-3 meters. Its leaves are thick, dark green in colour and measure
about 6-12 inches in length and 3-6 inches in width. Its flowers are white and contain a sweet,
sticky and fragrant substance, while the fruits are berry-like, initially green, turning light yellow
when ripe. They are ellipsoid in shape and measure 1-1.5 inch in length. The fruit contains a
sugary pericarp and 1-2 kernels with a glossy dark brown shell about 0.75-1 inches long. It
contains a white and light yellow seed, rich in fats and oils, which have a bitter taste. These are
tree-borne oil seeds that account for 11% to 15% of the fruit weight. The seeds are composed of
proteins, saponins and fat (60 to 70% of the seed).
Chyura trees start yielding fruits generally between five and nine years of age. The fruiting time of
Chyura is April to July and the fruit is fully ripe by June/July. The innermost core of the Chyura
fruit contains a seed with a thin but hard, brown, glossy coating and within it rests its kernel. The
flowering season of Chyura begins from November and lasts till January
Raw material: Chyura Seeds –
The fruiting time of Chyura is April to July and the fruit is fully ripe by June/July. The innermost
core of the Chyura fruit contains a seed with a thin but hard, brown, glossy coating and within it
rests its kernel. These seeds are used for oil extraction while seed residue could act as a
mosquito repellent when burnt. The flowering season of Chyura begins from November and lasts
till January
Oil Extraction: Oil is extracted from the kernel of Chyura seeds. The outer shell of seeds is
removed by adopting traditional or mechanical methods. In the traditional method, the seeds are
boiled in water and softened seeds are placed on the floor and pressed until the kernels come out.
In the mechanical system, the shell of the seed is removed by a decorticator machine.
After cleaning and drying, the seeds are pounded into a fine powder using a traditional pounder
called Dhiki. The powder is steamed on a perforated plate over a boiling pan. Oil is then extracted
using a traditional oil expeller known locally as Chepuwa. The seeds are cleaned and boiled to
soften their covering, after which the kernel could be easily liberated by simply pressing them on
the floor. Since Chyura seeds cannot be stored for more than a week, the process of taking out
the kernel needs to be done at a fast pace to avoid further deterioration. However, once dried, the
kernel can be stored for two to three years.
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After the almond shaped white kernels are obtained, they are dried in the sun to remove the
moisture content and then roasted. The roasted kernels are then pounded using Okhal (grinding
stone) to form a crushed material. This crushed material is then boiled with water in a container.
After the hot water cooled and settled down, the so formed paste is taken out. This paste is then
kept in a white cloth and pressed by hands till tiny drops of oil trickled down. In some cases, the
paste was again reused by drying and then crushing to form a powder. This powder was kneaded
continuously with warm hands to give it a soft texture. Lukewarm water was then poured on it and
the ghee was skimmed out after cooling.
Chyura oil has a tendency to solidify at normal temperature and hence is often termed as Ghee.
J)

Uniqueness:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Chyura is a multipurpose tree, it is also known as Kalpavriksha. Many useful items are
derived from the tree which serve as a source for many products such as seeds for oil,
flower nectar for honey, wood for small timber, fuel and furniture, and fodder for cattle.
Some of its parts are also used as medicines and pesticides. Above all, the tree is
prominent in rural economy and is continuously becoming an asset to rural livelihood as
several new uses of the Chyura tree are being developed and explored for the future.
The seeds are black, 1.8 - 2.0 cm long with a whitish almond shaped kernel.
Seed kernel of Chyura contains Saponins. The yield of oil is 42 - 47 % of the weight of
seeds. Its very rare and unique characteristic of Chyura seeds.
It has consistency of ghee with white colour, pleasant taste and odour.
It has a high titer test.
The Palmitic acid content (56.6 %) in Chyura seed is the highest yet observed among seed
fats.
The oil is convenient source of natural Oleodipalmitin (62 %). Seed contains
Dihydroquercetin, an antioxidant used in confectionery industries.
Oil and butter can be extracted from Chyura seeds. Approximately 600 grams of oil can be
extracted from 1 kg of seeds.
While the oil extracted from Chyura’s seed is edible, it can also be used in producing soap,
ointment, candles and various other daily use items.
The residue from the seed processing can be used as a fertilizer. It contains insecticidal
properties, making Chyura an efficient eco-friendly insecticide as well.
One tree provides multiple benefits and sources of income: In addition to numerous soil and
water conservation benefits,
High-value products like soap and lip balm and related cosmetic are being made from
Chyura oil.
The tree produces a durable, hard and strong wood comparable to teak. Bark of the tree is
used in the treatment of ulcers, itching, and hemorrhage, contractions of the limbs,
inflammation of the tonsils, leprosy and diabetes. The bark contains 17 % tannin and is
used in tanning, dyeing and as a fish poison.
The flower of Chyura contains a sweet, sticky and fragrant substance; therefore, the nectar
is also used for producing jaggery.
Chyura leaves are used for producing plates and bowls.
The leaves also serve as fodder for cattle.
The wood is used as fuel. Building on traditional knowledge, Local people have rich
traditional knowledge on the processing of Chyura oil.
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K)

Inspection Body:
1. One Representative from the Department of Agriculture, Department of Forest, Government
of Uttarakhand.
2. One Representative from O/o Department of Horticulture & Food Processing having office at
Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand
3. One Representative from Local NGO,
4. Two Farmers / producers of Chyura Oil.
5. One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product.
6. One Representative from District Administration.
7. Representative from NABARD, Uttarakhand

L)

Others:
Through the Chyura Oil many type of products has developed by the community as well as the
local traders for various purpose and the Chyura tree is also very important for producing many
type of by products from various part of the tree from root to leaf to stem to flower and fruit. Even
the people are using Ashes of Chyura seed khali as a pesticide and mosquitoes repellent
Chyura Oil / Butter: Most of the ghee extracted from Chyura seeds is used by villagers for their
own consumption. However, the surplus is sold to nearby villages and Pithoragarh town.
The value addition of the Chyura Oil / Butter: has been initiated to manufacture handmade soap
after conducting trainings for it. Apart from participating in various exhibitions and fairs, several
cosmetic industries have been contacted and the potential for its supply has been explored.
This kind of flora are economically and socio-cultural important for the local people and such trees
are known as “Kalpavriksha” in ancient literature. According to Hindu mythology and the Vedic
scriptures "Kalpavriksha" is a divine tree which fulfills all the wishes. In new era many trees which
are very useful and almost all the parts are useful are quoted as "Kalpvriksha" such as Chyura.
The Chyura tree is used in many ways by the local community people in the study area. This is a
tree of whose almost all the parts are used for some purpose. The main product of this tree (Ghee
or butter) is extracted from the seeds which are known as Chyura ghee or butter. It produces oil
seeds, rich in oil contents which at lower temperature transforms into fat and looks like butter or
ghee which has a great nutritional and medicinal value. Some of the main uses of the tree as
done by the study community are as follows:
Fruit:
Fruits are the other most important part of this tree. The fruit is berry, oval in shape with three
seeds. The pericarp contains thick and soft pulp, which is sweet in taste and being used for
making gur (jaggary) by crushing it and drying by boiling in conventional method. The gur is
reported tasty and sold in local market at remunerative prices. The residuals are used as animal
feed by mixing it with fodder. The fruit pulp is also edible and widely eaten by the native villagers
and also by many birds, flies and wild animals. The pulp juice is considered to keep the body
warm and it is generally prohibited during diarrhea, coughing and stomach-ache.
Leafs:
The Leaves of Chyura are thinly coriaceous, obovate, alternate and usually clustered at apex of
branchlets. The green leaves of Chyura are available during the dry months of the year and are
thus preferred by the cattles to feed on. These leaves are even traditionally considered good for
lactating cattles. Besides being a good source of fodder for animals the leaves of Chyura are also
used for making Dona or Thali (a plate made up of leafs for food) in various rituals and customs in
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Hindu culture by the natives of Uttarakhand. The plates thus prepared are considered sacred and
are also used as plates for devoting edibles and other materials to the deities. The wild animals
like macaque species and langurs also love to feed on the leaves of this tree.
Flowers:
The flowering in it occurs from October November onwards and it fruits in July-August. The
inflorescence of Chyura are colored and rich in sugar which are traditionally considered good for
foraging of various pollinators including bees, birds and bats. The honey produced by the
honeybees after foraging on Chyura flowers is sold as Chyura honey by the natives at good cost
thus being a good source of income. The nectar from the flowers is also harvested directly to
produce a jaggery which is highly prized in Uttarakhand. The nectar obtained by Chyura flowers is
considered of great medicinal as well as nutritional use especially during famine. The Chyura
honey is used in treatment of Diabetes and Asthma. The flowers are also used as a source of
alcohol. The flowering in it occurs from October November onwards and it fruits in July-August.
The inflorescence of Chyura are colored and rich in sugar which are traditionally considered good
for foraging of various pollinators including bees, birds and bats. The honey produced by the
honeybees after foraging on Chyura flowers is sold as Chyura honey by the natives at good cost
thus being a good source of income. The nectar from the flowers is also harvested directly to
produce a jaggery which is highly prized in Uttarakhand. The nectar obtained by Chyura flowers is
considered of great medicinal as well as nutritional use especially during famine. The Chyura
honey is used in treatment of Diabetes and Asthma. The flowers are also used as a source of
alcohol.
Roots
The roots are used as a tonic. The roots are cleaned and messed and dipped in water and kept
for whole night or day and thereafter the juice thus prepared is taken as a tonic.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 139 dated July 30, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 655
Application Date: 24-07-2019
Application is made by The All Goa Khaje Producers Association (AGKPA) at H. No. 2/424/A,
Wadchawada, Bordem, Bicholim – 403 504, Goa, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Goan
Khaje under Application No. 655 in respect of Food Stuffs falling in Class – 30 is hereby advertised as
accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

The All Goa Khaje Producers Association
(AGKPA)

B)

Address

:

The All Goa Khaje Producers Association
(AGKPA), H. No. 2/424/A, Wadchawada,
Bordem, Bicholim – 403 504, Goa, India.
Facilitated By:
Patent Information Centre (PIC),
Department of Science & Technology (DST),
Government of Goa, India.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Good

E)

Specification:

GOAN KHAJE

:

Class 30 - Food Stuffs

Goan Khaje is famous sweet dish of Goa. It is being popular and originated almost centuries ago
in Goa. Khaje is Goa’s traditional festive sweet treat at temple Zatra / Jatra and church feast.
(Zatra: is the local Konkani language term for the pilgrimage festivals celebrated at Hindu temples
in Goa). Throughout the year in Goa, numerous festivals are celebrated by temples, chapels and
almost in every village. After the religious ceremony, devotees will walk through the fair browsing
through the stalls set up in the vicinity. Amongst them, one of the common and popular snacks
piled high like a mountain is Goan Khaje. It is found almost at all the religious functions in temples
and or Churches, by erecting a special stall for the sale of Goan Khaje
Goan Khaje is a fried sweet item prepared using ingredient i.e. chickpeas flour, ginger, and
jaggery along with addition of seasame seeds. With shape like finger-sized sticks encrusted with
jaggery infused with ginger and a sprinkled of sesame seeds. Goan Khaje is crunchy, tastier and
healthy snack which is traditionally prepared only in Goa. Blend of ginger and jaggery are a match
made in heaven. It is very simple to make, easy and so delicious. A perfect Khaje has a soft
Jaggery coating, crunchy with every bite on the inside. Eaten as a snack or dessert, this sweet is
nostalgic and enjoyed by all.
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Everyone in Goa during their village festivals always enjoyed eating the “Khaje” in other word
referred as Kaddio -boddio. Which got its name due to its thin and long shape. They are bundled
up well and kept for selling at the stalls. The small kids find it’s fascinating and are often attracted
towards it. It’s nice to munch these sweet sticks in free time. Therefore everyone who attends
Goan feast or Zatra definitely goes home with a small ‘poti’ of khajem.Without these sweets,
People often consider a visit to the fair is incomplete. Also, referred to as the feast or zatra
prasad. Therefore the traders of these eatables are traditionally known to make brisk business by
urging the people to buy some sweets in memories of the feast or zatra. Khaje is tastier and
healthier. More over the local Goan Ginger and local salt and potable well water is used for
preparation for Goan khaje form over the years which makes it to give the perfect taste and thus
many producers uses only Goan Local Ginger & local salt in preparation of Khaje to gives it a
desired taste and blend to make it perfect Goan Khaje.
Special characteristics and quality parameters:
Goan khaje has its own quality and flavors that are quiet unique. It has unique characteristics of
being really soft, wholesome, sweet, and very crunchy. Loved by everyone from over the years. It
is the most quintessential zatra or feast sweet and hence called as classical nutritious sweet.
Traditionally chickpea flour dough is rolled into thick sev (cigarillo shape), deep fried and then
dunked in ginger-infused jaggery syrup before drying out. The swirling notes of khaje snap into
smaller, more manageable pieces and easily pop up in the mouth.
The colour of Goan khaje is orange and red in colour depending upon the jaggery syrup and
preparation methodology. Crunchy, delicate and sweet flavor is the main and basic characteristics
of Goan Khaje. Gumminess of “Goan Khaje” is found to be so high, maintaining its high quality of
softness and smoothness in texture. The Goan Khaje is stiff, palatable and delicious.
Quality Parameters:
1. The colour of the Goan Khaje is orange to reddish in colour.
2. The average diameter of the single stick khaje is 0.8 to 1cm.
3. The average length of khaje is 5 to 8cms.
4. The Goan Khaje is crispy and crunchy in texture.
5. The shelf life of khaje is 40-45 days.
6. The Goan khaje looks like finger sized-sticks with thin and long in shape.
7. It is sweet in taste with rich in nutritional contained.
8. It is packed in air tight polythene bags of proper size and shape. The normal packaging bags
are of 250gms, 500gms and 1kg.
Nutrional values of Goan Khaje / 100gms
Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Parameters
Moisture
Total Ash
Fat
Protein
Crude fibre
Carbohydrates
Energy
Added sugar(sucrose)

Unit(100gm)
gm
gm
gm
gm
gm
gm
gm
gm
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Values
1.66
2.64
15.73
9.59
0.74
69.64
458.49
45.60
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The Nutrient content of Goan Khaje
Sr.No
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Parameter
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium
Magnesium
Calcium
Iron
Manganese
Sodium
Moisture

Result
1.07%
458.04 mg/kg
2559.64 mg/kg
1103.17mg/kg
227.26 mg/kg
172.04 mg/kg
50.39 mg/kg
1391.20 mg/kg
3.76%

Test Method
Manual of Method of Analysis of
Foods (as per FSSAI)
&
Lab Method

The Minimum Microbiological( Bacteriological) characters of Goan Khaje
Sr. No

Type of Test

01

Standard plate count/gm

Test Method

IS 5402:2012
(Reaffirmed in 2018)
02
Coliform count/gm
IS 5401(Part-1):2012
(Reaffirmed in 2018)
03
Staphylococcus aureus count/gm
IS 5887(Part-2):1976
(Reaffirmed in 2018)
04
Salmonella/25 gm
IS 5887(Part-3):1999
(Reaffirmed in 2018)
Note: <10cfu &<100 cfu means Absent/Not deteted.
F)

Actual
Results
6 x 101
<10 cfu
<100 cfu
Absent

Description:
An authentic Khaje is a treat for sore eyes. It looks gloriously good and inviting. It is really soft,
wholesome, sweet, crunchy, and without a smell of any stale oil in it at all. The taste of refreshing,
fresh ginger-infused jaggery coated Khaje fills the mouth. It twists and crumbles with generous
coating which is not chewy or hard. Khaje is being produced from traditional khajekar families
from all over Goa. This sweet holds importance in festival occasions. The current generation have
retained typical style of making crunchy Khaje with a soft coating of jaggery, a tinge of ginger
flavour, and a generous sprinkling of sesame seeds.
Special characteristics: Goan Khaje is widely known for its sweet taste, crunchy and crispiness.
The precise sweetness and crunchiness of Goan Khaje can be feel with every single bite of stick
of khaje. The khaje is tastier because of blend of ginger and jaggery which is the important
ingredient determines the quality and characteristics of the product.
Unique features: Crispy, crunchy, sweet, puffiness, really soft and wholesome with finger sized
sticks structure. Khaje is not just a sweet for jatra or feast, apart from Prasad, it is a healthy snack
for your tummy. Blend of ginger & jaggery are a match made in heaven. Not only the two flavors
complement each other, the duo is also effective in solving several health problems but both
chanadal and jaggery, provide required proteins and energy to helps warm our spirits in extremely
cold weather as most of the jatras and feasts are celebrated during the winter season. The main
surprise thing about these sweet is that it have long lasting capacity, during old days due to lack of
proper transport facilities its long keeping quality used to help which makes it possible to send it to
far relatives and friends without getting it spoilt as a prasad These sweets made up with local salt
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help in improving its preservative quality. The local ginger, and sesame seeds makes them tasty
and delicious.
Standard benchmark set up by the producers of Goan Khaje
For preparation of 60 to 70 kg Goan Khaje the proportions in which the different ingredients are
used as follows:

G)

Ingredient

Specification

Output

a) Chick pea(chana
dal)-25kg.
b)Oil- 5- 10 litres
c) Jaggery- 30 to 40 kg
d)Ginger- 4 to 5 kg
e) Seasame seeds-1kg
f) local traditional salt
and potable well water
in required quantity.

Shape: Thin and long looks like finger
sized sticks made up of (Chickpea)
chana dal and fried in quality edible
oil, with measurement as follows:
a. Size-(diameter)-0.8 to 1cm.
b. Length-( 5 to 8 cm)
c. Weight-7 to 10 gms
(before .applying jaggery syrup)
d. Weight 15-20gms
(after applying jaggery syrup)
Crispy, Crunchy and sweet in taste
with fresh ginger-infused without
smell of any stale oil

Total Number of Khaje in
kg- 60 to 70 kg.
Total weight of Khaje
before applying jaggery
syrup-30 to 40kg.
Total weight of khaje after
applying jaggery syrup-60
to 70kg.

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 56
The khaje production is traditionally spread all over the Goa. People in every village or say in a
cluster of villages are involved in production and selling of Goan Khaje. Therefore the
Geographical area of Goan khaje is lies Latitude 14°53’55”N and 15°47’59”N and Longitude
73°40’35”E and 74°20’13”E with a total geographical area of 3,61,113 hectares.

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
In the history period of time i.e during Mahatma Gandhi period, people in Goa were much
influenced by the name and work of Mahatma Gandhi. Socially, the people tried in their
humble way and expressed their sentiments towards Gandhiji and his ongoing struggle of
freedom. As a influence of this swadeshi movement, people even went to the extent of
naming Khaje, a common sweet available & prepared locally of gram flour (Chana dal) and
jaggery, normally sold during Zatras (temple congregations) and other religious festivals in
temple and church premises, as Gandhi Khaje (as a common man food). In 1922, at the
annual Zatra at Fatorpa in Cuncolim (South Goa), the said Khaje was served to the devotees
as Gandhi Khaje.
I.

In the Thesis “SOCIO POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE IN GOA (1900 TO 1946)”
submitted by Varsha Vijayendra Kamat in the year 1996 gives evidence of existence of Goan
Khaje from over the year 1922 i.e. during Gandhiji period of time.
In Goa, we witness many families produces Goan khaje traditionally from over the years.
The family believes it was their grandfather and or forefather who started initially as the
seva (help) to the local village gods to make available his Prasad to other devotees as
this sweet holds importance in festival occasion and thus present generation continues
the tradition with same belief and with a vision.

II. In the book “Ethnography of Goa, Daman and Diu” by A.B de Braganza Pereira have
picture of ancestors selling Goan Khaje in earlier period of time.
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I)

Method of Production:
Standard benchmark set up by the producers of Goan Khaje
For preparation of 60 to 70 kg Goan Khaje the proportions in which the different ingredients are
used as follows:
Ingredient

Specification

Output

a) Chick pea(chana
dal)-25kg.
b)Oil- 5- 10 litres
c) Jaggery- 30 to 40 kg
d)Ginger- 4 to 5 kg
e) Seasame seeds-1kg
f) local traditional salt
and potable well water
in required quantity.

Shape: Thin and long looks like finger
sized sticks made up of (Chickpea)
chana dal and fried in quality edible
oil, with measurement as follows:
a. Size-(diameter)-0.8 to 1cm.
b. Length-( 5 to 8 cm)
c. Weight-7 to 10 gms
(before .applying jaggery syrup)
d. Weight 15-20gms
(after applying jaggery syrup)
Crispy, Crunchy and sweet in taste
with fresh ginger-infused without
smell of any stale oil

Total Number of Khaje in
kg- 60 to 70 kg.
Total weight of Khaje
before applying jaggery
syrup-30 to 40kg.
Total weight of khaje after
applying jaggery syrup-60
to 70kg.

Step 1: First fresh Chana dal (chickpeas) is taken and grinded in the machine to make flour out of
it. Only Chana Dal is used to get the perfect Goan Khaje taste. No other dal is used as it result in
taste variation.
Step 2: Chana dal Flour (besan) is taken in large bowl along with water mixed with salt and
baking soda and that in required quantity to make dough of the flour. While doughing, it is sticky at
first but, as it keeps kneading, the dough becomes soft and pliable. Almost it takes 12-15 minutes
for doughing 5kg flour and then it is covered with a kitchen towel and allow dough to become soft
by resting for 10 -15minutes.
Step3: Simultaneously oil is kept for heating in round big pan (all utensils are of copper as used
earlier as a traditional way) on traditional fire wood stove which is made locally of mud. 8-10 litters
of oil is taken in a pan. (depend on quality of flour taken). Big size wood is used for firing, so that
oil should be heated at required temperature as heating is important step in getting perfect cooked
fried sticks (khaje badiyo). Firewood is still used by few producers only to maintain proper
traditional taste and process.
Step 4: After the oil is get heated a perforated steel plate (as desired size) is taken and it is kept
on heated oil pan on firewood. And then the dough made up of flour is kept started rotating on it in
forward -backward directions, as it rotates with force the long sticks (Khaje badiyo) comes from
the perforated steel plate and falls in to the below pan containing hot oil.
Step 5: Local sticks made up of bamboos are used for mixing and to separate the sticks (Khaje
badiyo) so as to avoid its sticking. It is fried and cooked until light golden brown colour comes. It
takes almost 20 minutes for first round to complete one part of dough taken. When cooked, the oil
will have tiny bubbles and become steady also a lovely aroma of cooked flour can be smelled.
Precaution to be taken while heating deep fry on medium-low flame so that it should not over burn
and becomes dark brown in colour.
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Step 6: The fried sticks are removed from pan and placed inside the can basket and kept for
drying. Bamboo can basket is taken as its supports aeration and was available locally earlier is
still preferred by the khaje producers, for its many adavantages.
Step7: Jaggery is taken in a designated container or pan and kept on gas stove to make slurry of
it. It takes almost one to one and half hour to dissolve the jaggery fully, and form a thick slur.
Wooden spoon is used to stir and melt the jaggery. Once slurry forms, it begins to foam and
bubble. Simultaneously grinded ginger and its juice is kept on adding to jaggery while it is getting
melted. Continued stirring until it thickens and reaches to a one thread consistency. It should be
syrup resembling honey. And finally when jaggery is melted fully ginger soap left is added to
jaggery and again stirred to dissolve it fully. The local goan ginger is the prime factor to give a
specific local blend and taste, and it is still maintain by producers of khaje.
Step 8: At last jaggery syrup (slurry) is removed from the heating process and soon it is tossed on
fried sticks slowly to coat it well. It is ensured that the each stick is well coated with the jaggery.
Precaution is taken as no spoon is used for tossing the syrup on sticks but something flat and
delicate utensils is used to prevent sticks from breaking. It is make sure that jaggery is applied in
required quantity not more or not less. After all sticks are well coated with jaggery then sesame
seeds are sprinkle on it as required and kept mixture to harden for next one hour. As slow drying
makes it tastier. The final output is Goan Khaje which is then packed in bags for selling purpose.
Now a days for big Zatras and feast, Khajekar often provide fresh & hot Khaje by preparing on the
site itself.
Quality and hygiene standards: producers take all the required precaution and care while
preparing Goan khaje to maintain its quality and hygiene
The oil used for production of khaje should be changed after around 7kg of flour being used.
Rensil oil should not keep using for cooking which may affect the hygiene of the product. Oil
changing is the major hygiene activity to be followed which helps in maintaining quality and taste
of the product. The Chickpea flour used for production of khaje should be totally dry enough as if it
not fully dried it affects the quality of goan khaje.
The flour if found little wet or not dried than it should be dry in direct sunlight to make it proper dry
so that during production it is fully dry for making perfect dough out of it so that to gain a perfect
goankhaje. If the oil is not change at proper interval of time it may affect the quality and hygiene of
the product.
The seasame seed used to be properly roasted before applying to khaje. Direct seasame seeds
should not be used as roasted seeds brings taste and smell which attracts customers to buy it and
delicious to eat. The main ingredient i.e. Local goan ginger which is spicy and maintain the quality
of the khaje should be used. The other ginger available in market if used change the quality and
taste of the finished product. The jaggery which is used plays a key role in production of khaje.
Both dry and wet (sticky) jaggery is used in equal amount to make a proper syrup of it which
should be maintained.
The perfect season for jaggery is November to December when fresh jaggery is being available.
Other months stored jaggery is used which changes the taste and quality of the product. All goan
festivals for which khaje is being sold out starts in November and December hence people get the
fresh and well maintained quality and hygienic finished product. Since the jaggery determines
quality of the product. It is to be make sure both jaggery to be used in production in combination
form of sticky and dry to make syrup out of it.
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General Sanitation practices:
The sanitation and hygiene practices adopted in the production of khaje are the main factor to be
followed during the production and preparation of Khaje. As little negligence can affect the desired
blend of goan khaje. Since it is a food item and consumer blindly trust the producer and or seller
and eat the khaje directly it is mandatory to follow simple and basic sanitation practices during the
production process.
Labour involved in production are made compulsory to wash their hands and legs before entering
the production area and at regular interval of time to maintain hygiene. They are made adopted to
maintain clean habits with regards to dressing and wearing caps and gloves wherever required.
There are definate people who carry out these activities in a well-trained manner. Food items
usually get easily affected by pathogenic microorganism therefore people producing khaje
maintained all mentioned rules so that to maintain quality and shelf life of the product. Hence goan
khaje has shelf life of around 40-45 days. If the sanitation practices not followed proper the khaje
taste may affect and get spoilt with by micro organism attacked
In the preparation of Goan Khaje, in maintaining the quality and taste of Khaje, proper human
monitoring, checking and determining of parameters is done through the human skill acquired
through years of experience and training in the field of khaje production. It is specifically kept
under consideration that the ingredients used in the production of Goan Khaje including the flour,
oil, jaggery, ginger, and seasame seeds are make sure of highest quality. The cleanliness is
properly maintained in the production area. Water used for doughing of flour should be cleaned
and fresh. Utensils used is copper with lead coating inside which is a traditional way of production
and helps in maintaining proper taste and quality of the product. People work in the production are
properly trained people who are in same filed of work over the years.
The worker (labour) working in the production area cleaning the preparation area thoroughly
before the process starts and after every few hours in order to maintain hygiene level of the area.
The utensils used are properly cleaned to avoid any contamination in the food. The standards are
followed in monitoring the process of preparation of khaje by keeping a check on the mixing,
douging, frying and while applying jaggery syrup. Once finished product obtained it is packed in
air tight polythene bags of proper size packet of quarter, half kg and one kg packets.
J)

Uniqueness:
The Goan Jatras, are usually celebrated in winters and this season demand for energy dense
food to withstand the low temperature. Khaje being coated with jaggery is significantly dense in
energy and is well complemented with pungency of ginger. The pulses used are rich in protein as
well as carbohydrate, Jaggery is an extremely dense source of carbohydrate. The vegetable oil
used for frying contributes to fat and all collectively contributes to macronutrients thereby giving
energy.
Ginger besides adding flavor also contributes to digestion and is also claimed to have de worming
action. Til (Sesame seeds) with its nutrients like protein, fatty acids and amino acids and
micronutrients like iron, zinc, magnesium, calcium contribute to good nutrition apart from offering
other health benefits owing to its bioactive compound sesamol. The important characteristic
feature of Khaje is its long shelf life without addition of any other preservative, thereby making it
possible to make it available to relatives distantly located within the state and miles away to all
those Khaje lovers as a Prasad of local village diety/goddess. It is known from many of the Khaje
producer that these sweets last for a maximum 45 days that is without addition of any
preservative, mainly because of local salt used in the preparation apart from hygiene care taken in
the entire process provided stored in airtight containers. Jaggery is the power booster in winter
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season. Jaggery has hot potency (taseer), so it is advisable to consume in winters. It helps in the
regulation of body temperature and also detoxifies the body.
Geographical Significance:
Environmental factors mentioned involved brings uniqueness to the Goan Khaje:
The Goan khaje unique taste is only because of the local ginger, local salt used and climate of
Goa along with traditional method of preparation being followed over the years in Goa. It is
produced/ prepared in large quantity during the winter season which contributes perfect quality
with respect to cold climate of the Goa.
a. Salt: In the preparation of Goan Khaje producer used mostly only local Goan salt. Because
the salt harvested in Goa is renowned for its flavour because the salt water used is from rich
river estuarine and is therefore a vital condiment used in the process, which support
preservation of its quality too.
b. Water: The local well water is used inspite of tap water to bring consistency in taste and to
maintain its traditional quality. The sweet taste of the local well water of the Goa region
contributes to the taste of Goan Khaje.
c. Climate: The climate of Goa is hot and humid which are useful in production of goan ginger
and makes it spicy which attributes to give desired taste and blend to make a perfect Goan
Khaje. Jaggery also is being freshly removed after end of rainy season, so it is freshly
available during the Jatra time. (goan temple festival) which starts during the beginning of
winter season, hence helps in maintaining the perfect taste and quality of Khaje. Goan zatras
are usually celebrated in winter season. The climate during this period is very cold in Goa
which contributes to give perfect output and maintain shelf life of it. During this season people
demand for energy dense food to withstand the low temperature. Khaje being coated with
jaggery is significantly dense in energy and is well complemented with pungency of ginger
and thus enjoyed by people.
d. Ginger: The local Goan ginger of Goa region is the prime factor that contributes immensely to
the distinct taste of Goan Khaje., This specific taste attributes to hot and humid climate during
the maturity period of the Ginger.
Above all environmental factors are ideal for the production of Goan Khaje and thus maintaining
its traditional process and quality and uniqueness of the product.
Reputation:
Goa is a small State of India. The Goan Khaje production is traditionally being prepared /produced
all over the Goa. Khaje sellers are available in all blocks of Goa. Many of these sellers have been
following their age old family tradition, Over the generations this business, has been passed on
from their forefathers to the sons and even to the grandsons. Being a family business it is
traditionally taken over not only by their sons but even the daughters are seen into this business.
Khaje sellers consider this activity of selling sweets as a service to God. And offer donations to
church or temple, as a thanks giving. These traditional practices add to make the celebration a
grand one.
The antiquity of Goan Khaje is very old in Goa i.e. from during the Gandhiji Period of time. Few
people often used to call as Gandhi khaje, being locally prepared and commonly available to all
sections of the society. The sweet Goan khaje is available at every small or biggest Hindu temple
and Christian Chapel festival. No single festival being celebrated without outside temple or chapel
the presence of khajekar seller. This sweet holds importance in every goan festival occasion.
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Human Creativity:
The making of Goan Khaje is highly elaborate process. This required gigantic skill and efforts. The
producers have the skilled labours who works in the preparation of Khaje to acquire the perfect
taste to the Goan Khaje. All are well trained to do all activities at all stages of production. They are
trained and have experienced in such way, so that the correct mixing of ingredient in the right
proportion should be done. Frying is important part which should be carefully done by the labour
or the worker. It is make sure that it is not over fry or less fry which may lose the taste. While
applying jaggery syrup and seasame seeds the appropriate ratio is considered and follows in the
same way to make sure all khaje have the same taste and quality and should not differ from each
other.
Production of Goan Khaje:
The Goan Khaje production is carried out in most of the Talukas in Goa. The production varies
from area to area and depends on package of practices from various other factor including human
creativity but on an average Goan Khaje production is of 10-12 tones and annual turnover of Rs.
2.2 to 2.5 crores.
K)

Inspection Body:
In order to maintain the quality after post registration of GI, the Inspection Body for Goan Khaje
has already been constituted which will regulate the use of GI in the territory to which it relates.
The following body has been formed:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Director, Department of Science, Technology (DST), Govt of Goa.
Representative of the All Goa Khaje Producers Association.
The Director, Directorate of Agriculture, Govt. of Goa,KrishiBhavan,Miramar.
The Director, Food and Drugs Administration, Govt. of Goa, Panaji.
The Director, ICAR, Old Goa.
The Director, Department of Industry, Trade & Commerce, Panaji-Goa
Nodal Officer, PIC, DST, Govt. of Goa.

Watchdog mechanism:
In addition, an internal Watchdog mechanism has been set up by the producers of All Goa Khaje
Producers Association to maintain the quality and regulating the use of Geographical Indications.
L)

Others:
Khaje is loved and enjoyed by every Goan People. Apart from chana dal the main substance
required in production of Khaje is Jaggery and ginger, which are loaded with iron, calcium,
phosphorous and potassium. Prevent anemia and regulates blood pressure. Rich in antioxidants
and fiber, it helps cleanses and detoxify the system. The combination of Jaggery and ginger help
to alleviate joint pain.
No matter what even if it’s a small chapel feast or a big village festival we can definitely spot
Khajekar with their stalls. It was really wonder able how they manage to be present for every
occasion. In earlier days when there was no event calendars as of today. Khajekar sellers are
from all blocks of Goa. Many of these sellers have been following their age old family tradition,
Over the generations this business, has been passed on from their forefather to the sons and
even to the grandsons. Being a family business it is traditionally taken over not only by their sons
but even the daughters are seen into this business. Khaje sellers consider this activity of selling
sweets as a service to God. And offer donations to church or temple, as a thanks giving. These
traditional practices add to make the celebration a grand one.
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General Information
What is a Geographical Indication?
 It is an indication,
 It is used to identify agricultural, natural, or manufactured goods originating in the said area,
 It originates from a definite territory in India,
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical indication.
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India:
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, Darjeeling Tea,
Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc.
What are the bebefits of registration of Geographical Indications?
 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India,
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by others.
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal Protection.
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers.
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries.
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can apply.
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers.
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form.
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications along with prescribed fee.
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can be a
registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the Register of Geographical Indications as
registered proprietor for the Geographical Indication applied for.
Who is an authorized user?
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to a registered
Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed form alongwith prescribed fee.
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication?
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods
 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing.
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing.
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or dealing.
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory?
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal protection for action for
infringement.
What are the advantages of registering?
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for infringement.
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The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement actions.
The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication.

Who can use the registered Geographical Indication?
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in relation to goods in
respect of which it is registered.
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be renewed?
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years.
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each.
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable to be removed from the register.
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said to be infringed?
 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a geographical area
other than the true place of origin of such goods in a manner which misleads the public as to their
geographical origins.
 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including passing off in respect
of registered Geographical indication.
 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false representation to the public that
goods originate in a territory in respect of which a Geographical Indication relates.
Who can initiate an infringement action?
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication can initiate an
infringement action.
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc?
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the concerned goods. It
shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other
agreement. However, when an authorized user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title.
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed from the register?
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power to remove the
Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The aggrieved person can file an appeal
within three months from the date of communication of the order.
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark?
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good or services of one
enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a Geographical Indication is used to identify goods
having special Characteristics originating from a definite geographical territory.
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS
In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration and protection of Geographical Indications relating
to goods in India. This Act is administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks,
who is the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is located at
Chennai.
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ’A’ consists of particulars relating to
registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of particulars of the registered authorized users.
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication and an authorized user
which is illustrated below:

Filing an Application

Examination

Opportunity
for Hearing

Objection

Refused

Acceptance

Advertisement of
Application in GI Journal

Allowed or
refused

Opposition,
If any

Appeal to
IPAB

Application
allowed
Entry in GI Register

Particulars of Registered GI entered in
Part A of the Register
Particulars of Registered AU GI entered in
Part B of the Register

Registration Certificate
issued
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